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FO R EC A S T r
Okanagan, Lillooet and South 
Thompson regions; Cloudy with 
a  few runny periods today. Cloudy 
Thursday w ith ' f b o w e r i  in 
the moraine and •  few sunny per* 
iods in the afternoon. Continuing 
mild. Winds southerly 25 in Okan­
agan valley/Otheifwise light.
:y ■■'■■v'.y
: M e t ’ S^Sakk'i
H IG H  A N D  LO W
Predicted high and low tem­
peratures (or Kelowna, and Pen* 
' ticton 38 and <2. .Kamloops SS and 
AO. Temperatures recorded in Kel­
owna Tuesday SI and 41 with. .11 
precipitation.
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These are some of the dele- I nagan. All told, there arc 500 , of Kelowna and Board of Trade I A. R. Garirish, BCFGA Prcsi- Jack Maclennan, secretary, are
Sates (left above) represent- official delegates andft guests I wlll.be hosts at a banquet in dent (in front of mike) (right guiding the reins'of procedure ig fruit growers in the Oka- | attending the convention. City | the Aquatic ballroom tonight. I above) and his able assistant during the BCFGA'convention
HAPPY CONVENTION NOTE
currently In session. .
—Courier Photos by . C orby
z1
B EEF FO R  H U N G R Y  GROW ERS
All set to fulfiU needs of 
BCGFA delegates and guests 
attending the annual convention 
in Kelowna is Dave Millns, 
Aquatic dining rbom boss. Dave
is ready to tear into a huge 
pile of beef in preparation for . 
the banquet tonight
V —Courier Photo by Gorby
SCENES R EV IS ITED
I -1 11. ^
Smashed; Loot
Thugs focused their attention on 
safes Monday night as they made 
off with one, damaged two others 
and stole cash and merchandise 
valued at nearly $1,000.
For two local business firms, 
*Jt was the second time within a 
week that they had been forcibly 
entered,
Victimized in the latest flurry 
of the current petty crime wave 
were Morrow Services Ltd., and 
Growers Supply, both on Ellis St.,
O w n  
Rescue Group
.(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — The successful 
scorch that led to the safe re­
covery of four Vernon boys,.fort 
meriy lost on Silver Star mount­
ain, may lead to the establish­
m ent of a full-time search and 
rescue group
Move to establish the group 
was inaugurated by Const, Tea 
Kelly, who wns present for the 
successful search, Plans call tar 
the use of ciyitian aircraft, bouts, 
radio communication and pos 
albly » tracking dog.
President Jim Holt of the fish 
and,, game association, who aye 
sponsoring the move, has collet 
a meeting in order that offers ol! 
assistance and equipment could 
be correlated.
Representatives of the forestry 
service. B.C. Power Commission, 
ski club, civil defense, fire dept, 
army. ROMP, game department, 
Vernon Irrigation district, depart* 
ment of highways, 
club wilt be present.
Ultimate goal is the establish­
ment Of ope centrally-located 24- 
hour fully equipped search head­
quarters.
and Rutland Sawmills office, Rut­
land.
Morrow’s safe was hauled out 
of the building and hoisted onto .a 
truck. The thieves forced the 
same door through which they 
gained entry, the night before, 
smashing a brand new lock in the 
process.
Proprietor \y. R. Morrow said 
the safe contained all the com- 
>any’s records and, papers — and 
about $16j) in .cash.
THROUGH SKYLIGHT
At Growers' Supply, Into which 
>reakin artists had forced their 
way just a week before, top, 
early $800 in merchandise Was 
carted away.
The, thugs mounted a box car, 
climbed onto the roof and forced 
skylight. They chopped their 
way Into -the back of the; safe, 
ripped the drawers out and scat­
tered papers. Nothing of value 
was believed taken from the safe.
Their loot consisted of a rifle, 
ammunition, clocks, watches* 
tools, cigarcts and several other 
items. ,
At Rutland, the thug, or .thugs, 
finally gave up In efforts to axe 
their, way into the wail safe. They 
left without taking anything, 
apparently. .
RCMP, many of whom had al­
ready put In a day shift, were out 
in forco Monday night and early 
Tuesday morning trying to locate 
the criminals.
The Aqua ballroom was jam- sized that they, would receive a
med to capacity for Tuesday af­
ternoon’s session. Keen interest 
was taken' by non-delegate grow­
ers along/with other representa-
fu ll h e a r in g .
David Millns,. operator of the 
Aquatic dining room,. is doing an 
excellent job ip catering to deler
, j j,'
the fruit industry. *
“Citrus fruit problems in Cali- 
fprnia are parallel to those of 
Okanagan producers’’—R. P. Wal- 
rod, general manager B.C. Tree 
Fruits. ’
Kelowna’s centennial flag was 
on public display for the first 
time. The flag was officially pre­
sented to the city at the 1958 
inaugural session of the city 
council.
Another interesting spectator 
was Dean ;E. D. McPhee whose 
one-man Royal Commission prob­
ed the fruit industry last year 
His report is expected to be ready 
in lat^ summer or early fall.
There was an excellent display 
of farm machinery, outside the 
Aquatic. Growers showed partic 
ular interest in the bulk apple 
bins used for the first time last 
season in harvesting the apple 
crop. Judging from the comments, 
many other packinghouses will be 
changing over to the 25-bushel 
bins this season.
, Gordon Wight,, of Oliver, fofand 
himself at the convention head 
table for the first time. Mr. Wight 
succeeded the late, James Snow- 
sell as president of B.C. Tree 
Fruits Ltd. The latter died sud­
denly last tail/ Tribute to Mr. 
Snowsell’s leadership was paid 
by several spcakeiV during the 
convention. ; ^ ,
BCFGA president A R GarrisH 
got the convention off to a good 
start sharp at 10 a.m. Tuesday. 
He explained the rules of pro­
cedure to delegates nnd emphu-
The morning coffee breaks and 
the afternoon “juice” breaks were 
welcomed by delegates. Parley 
hours run through from 9 a.m. 
to 12 noon and 1.30 to 6 p.m. Quite 
long session when sitting on hard 
seats. '■ •'
“Markets have been combed 
from Singapore to Bweden” . . . 
J . B. Lander, general sales man­
ager, B.C. Tree' Fruits.
* *
“ Red Delicious apples have not 
been sold to Western Canada be­
cause of danger of breaking the 
price structure and resultant loss 
to growers." . . . Gordon Wight, 
Oliver, president of B.C. Tree 
Fruits. Mr. Wight said it would 
have been necessary to lower the 
price of . ordinary Delicious and 
would have hit the price struc­
ture of McIntosh. *
A. M. Thompson, of Westbank, 
caused the first major chuckle 
of the afternoon when , he asked 
if industry heads could, say what 
the cost of the trip to the Antipo­
des amounted to in comparison to 
the benefits gained? (J. B. Lan­
der and two .other agricultural 
representatives visited Australia, 
New Zealand and other points 
last year, upon the approval of the 
1956 convention. Tree Fruits pro-' 
sident Gordon Wight said it was 
hard . to determine the value of 
the trip In terms of dollars and 
cents. Neverthless he felt it was 
a “very good Investment” even 
If there is no direct increase in 
sales the first year. He thought 
the 'trip  cost around $1,700. He
See—SIDELIGHTS rage 10
Governm ent Takes 
O ve r Access Roads
OTTAWA (CP)—The resources 
department announced today It, ts 
taking over maintenance of nil 
‘access r o o d s  “of reasonable' 
length” to Isolated tourist devel­
opments In Canada’s national j 
parks. Until now, resort oper­
ators had shared maintenance
cost?. , , .
Two roads In Banff Park in Al- 
- berta nnd one In Yoho Park In 
British Columbia Ore Immedi­
ately affected hy the decision. 
They service Sunshine Village 
nnd Mount Temple Chalet In 
Dan|f and Lake O’Hara La Yoho,
I
On B.C.F.P. Limited
By W. BEAVER-JONES 
• Daily Courier News Editor . '• ,
14'250,006 from the processing of various varieties of fruit.
( These startling figures were disclosed by. A, G. DesBrisay, 
president of the grower-owned company, to BCFGA delegates 
here this afternoon; The three-day parley concludes tomorrow.
If, this sum had been divided equally among the 3,600 
registered growers, they Would each have received $1,180, Mr. 
DesBrisay pointed out.
In the past i l  years, the com­
pany has accepted delivery of 
268,300. tons of fruit at packing­
house doors, the greater propor­
tion of which was culls. Empha­
sizing the value of th© processing 
plant to the fruit industry, Mr. 
DseBrisay said if B.C. Fruit Pro­
cessors had not been brought into 
existence no more than a portion 
of the 268 thousand tons woulc 
have participated in this conver­
sion and the overall would have 
been a debit rather than a credit.
NEW PRODUCTS
Unfortunately*/he said, many 
growers do not appreciate the 
value of ft uit processors. New 
products have had to be develop­
ed and new. markets created to 
accommodate the volume or type 
of fruit handled by the company 
■He refuted the belief. cxpressec 
in some quarters that the process­
ing operation would have been 
best,left in the hands of packing­
houses or private enterprise.
He,cited an example in Wash­
ington State where this year 
i housand of tons of apples are rot­
ting, in dumps and those utilized 
were purchased for $5.00 or less 
a ton.
R. P. Walrod, general manager 
of B.C. Fruit Processors, later 
disclosed the average price for 
processing apples the past five 
years was $24.25 a ton. The first 
five years of the company’s oper­
ation. nverage price was $8.12. 
Referring to the $4,250,000 enro­
l s  figure, Mr? DesBrisay said 
the company has a capital invest­
ment of over one and a half mil­
lion dollars. Annual production of 
manufactured goods amount to 
more thnn $3,000,000 in 'hlgl 
years. To accomplish this, the 
company must be soundly based 
financially, ho continued. For this 
reason it wns necessary to in­
crease tho capital structure from 
$600,000 to $1,000,000.
NEW OUTLETS
He referred to the brief sub­
mitted to the MacPhco Royal 
Commission last year, which out- 
lined the operation of the com­
pany, Main target has been to 
find new utes for stone fruits and 
more remunerative outlets for 
apples than found In standard by­
products, New outlets have been 
found for 1,500 tons of apricots; 
500 tons of peaches and 2,000 tons 
of apples nnnunlly., , \
“On nil‘soft fruit products, d 
objective is to calm at; least'ltd 
cannery price or better. The snr{ c 
position , is held for summer 
apples,” jus said. “ . , . the fruit 
handled is ckpcetod'to b© clthei 
surplus, for which no ojhcr nutlet 
exists or Varieties and grades
A, G. DesBRISAY 
, . Sounds Happy Note
FR U IT M EN  H O N O R  H O R TIC U LTU R IST
’ Retiring provincial horticul­
turist It. P. Murray was hon­
ored  tgr fcllqw-ngrlculturists at
an informal' banquet Monday 
night. Mr, Murray (right above) 
is pictured receiving, jin en­
graved plaque presented o n r
............\ l
half' of (ho fruit Industry by 
Gordon DesBrisay, president, 
B.C. Fruit Processors, Ltd* .




Average price growers have re­
ceived for processing apples dur­
ing the last five years has been 
$24.25 a ton, compared with $8.12 
per ton during the firs*Jiverycars 
of operation;-,--— , 
.Thls--V«8^3lscloscd by R. P. 
Walrod, general manager of B.C. 
Fruit Processors Ltd. this 'after- 
ndon, at the annual British Colum­
bia Fruit Growers”  Association 
convention; in the Inst ten years 
the peak daily capacity from nil 
plants - has jumped from 12,000 
in 30,000 boxes of apples,
Mr. Walrod recalled (tho prime 
objective in tho formation of Pro­
cessors was to utilize unsaleable 
fresh fruit mnrkct apples, Since 
the company was formed in 1946, 
t has' gono Into other processing 
fields, particularly soft fruits.
. Processors is now geared to 
process half of the ^entire rippl 
crop over n six month period, I 
this became necessary, he said.
Earnings ln (th(3 ;la8t five years 
have increased 300 .percent over 
thoso of the first five, he contin­
ued. ‘“In the face-of rising costs 
of labor ohd m aterials,. higher 
overhead and; bank interest; de­
preciation and plant maintenance, 
the factory price’s of our manu­
r e d  products,ffhve been held 
increase in tho order o( &< 
per cent," Mr* Walrod declared.
He fi dealt specifically with ris­
ing labor emits. In UH7 the basic 
malel rate was 75 cents an hour, 
Today, it is $1.38 or an 84 per cent 
jump. Female rate during the 
some period has increased 64 per 
Bee—GROWERB rage 19
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PEARSON, MARTIN BATTLE IT OUT,
LIB ER A L C O N V EN T IO N
By DAVE McINTOSH 
Canadian- Press Staff Writer -
OTTAWA (CP)—Rumblings of 
a Pearson landslide can .be heard 
a t the national Liberal conven­
tion.
The voting doesn’t  come until 
Thursday night but mbst of tho 
1,520 voting delegates already ap­
pear to hove thrown their sup­
port to Lester B. Pearson as the 
next Liberal leader. ' '
Paul Martin wn* trying desper­
ately to stem the tide running 
for Mr. Pearson, 60-ycar-ola for­
mer external affairs minister.
‘Are you still fighting?" a re­
porter asked Mr. Mnrtfn.
“Did you ever know me to do 
anything else?" h® fired back.
‘ This thing Is really rolling."
P r e s u m a b l y ,  “this thing” 
meant his bandwagon. 
Nominations were scheduled to 
close nt 11 n.rb. EST today. They 
will be announced to the conten­
tion at 7 p.m. and the leadership 
candidates will make Jho lr for­
mal bids for votes starling at 7:30 
p.m.
MACKAY WITHDRAWS
One candidate — ; Mayor Doh 
Mackay of Calgary — withdrew 
Tuesday in favor of Mr. Pearson,
The third man still In the field— • 
the outfield—was Revi H. Lloyd - 
Henderson, mayor of Portage l a : 
Prairie/M an. . , , !
Generally, delegates,scented to, 
rogard tho leadership Issue cut 
and dried—to such an extent that 
the convention, which opened 
Tuesday, generated little excite­
ment.
The delegates paid homage to, 
retiring leader Louis St.-Laurent, 
The former prime minister gave 
his usual scholarly address and, 
as in his fashion, declined to 
heap abuse on the Progressive 
Conservative g o v e r n m e n t .  Ha 
spoke quietly, of national unity 
nnd NATO.
About the worst he had.to say 
about tho new government was 
that(its policies wero creating un­
easiness and uncertainty in Can­
ada. A
It was left to Joseph (Jooy) 
Smallwood* premier of, New­
foundland* to put the convention 
in nn "up-and-at-’em" mood. , ' 
“The Tories will bo. n better 
opposition soon, because after, a' 
long white thoy’ro finding out 
something nbout ■ the cares nnd 
responsibilities o f ' office,” Mjr. 
Smallwood said.
Straws In Wind
TTiese were some of tho signs 
that Mr. Pearson,«-1857 Nobel 
Peace Prize winner,: was taking 
a long lead over Mr. Martin, for­
mer health minister: -v
1, In addition to Mr. Mackny, 
J , W. Plckcrsglll, former Immi­
gration minister ' and reputed 
strong man in the Liberal' party, 
came out publicly for Mr* PeAr* 
$ o n . ; ,; / . .  //-
2, Reports! circulated] that' the 
Quebec delegation, with about
which must bo diverted to Pro-1 ^ V ^ v i n B ^ i e a v v««/-* «i,n fnii* Lvopng strength, waa Rivug heavy
ckltig to Mr. Pearson.
3, It was reliably reported; that
tect tho fresh, fruit market;’
Mr. DesBrisay Said such a situ­
ation developed In 1857 when ex­
cessive quantities of jam apricots 
appeared. Of the J.062 tons pro­
cessed, -700: tons, were of jam 
grade and the balance the less
, See—DESBRISAY Page 19
|t least 140 of the 155-membcr 
sronto area delegation will vote 
r Mr,. Pearson. Tills, delegation 
presents one-twelfth of the com 
htlon’a voting strength, 
p, A survey Indicated'that most
former Liberal cabinet ministers 
-with the' exception of. veteran 
James -G. Gardiner—endorse. M r,,
Pearson.] '] ' ..; 1 , ■ , ,, *
Mr. I^cmieirson, meanwhile, ap­
peared undismayed.. " . - 
' ‘The tortoise Is moving < up,** 
he gold laconically. “Tho victory 
In the race Is not always to ,th® 
swift,and the strong” ' - , <,
Mr Henderson, however, ap­
peared to have about as much 
chance -pa Prime > Minister Dies 
fenbaher of wjn(ddg. tbe'teadcw  
Ship;
The behind^ jnfighta
. . . . .  ....................... ,  ............... ; c » i » j
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.Naming .Juvenile! Offenders 
M.^y Curtail A ctiv it ie s. ./ '
For many years we have maintained tjiat 
Juveniles guilty of law' breaking have been 
over-protected. We have opposed the policy 
of keeping all matters regarding juveniles a 
secret, feeling that if the community is kware 
•of the extent of youths* misdeeds, correction 
would be made easier. ' " . .
Mayor R. F. Parkinson, jn his inaugural 
address to city council, stated he plans setting 
up a special committee to study the matter. 
Mr. Parkinson’s remarks quickly followed 
the concern expressed by the police chief 
Sgt. W. B. Irving. And last Sunday, Arch­
deacon Catchpole, in a Civic Sunday, sermon,
• concurred with the action taken by Mr. Par*’ 
kinson, although he wondered if any good 
will come of it.
The time is long overdue to change 
some of the policies in the handling* of juven-
- jle violators and habitual juvenile traffic of­
fenders. Under the present system, a boy or 
girl, tindef 18 years of age, is protected,* in ! 
that,a  newspaper cannot publish the name,
• unless the individual is transferred to higher 
court. There are some who believe that the 
age limit should be reduced to 15.
' Police records show that most of the 
. juvenile crimes are committed by youngsters 
between 12 and 18. Upping the age limit of 
juvenile offenders, may have a deterring ef­
fect on petty crime, but we do not think this
- is the real answer.
Many of these juvenile offenders ftfcl 
they have a certain “protection,” in juvenile 
court Many come from good homes, and 
they don’t care a hoot for the shame that may . 
be* placed on their family.
6ne of Britain’s leading experts.in child,,
, development has discovered that tluring .the ’ 
last century children have been reaching mat­
urity about four months easier* every, ten 
years. Convention/however, has refused to 
acknowledge that, say a  thirteen-year-old is 
at least a year older, physically, than his par' 
ents were at the same age, and two years 
older than his grandparents.
School life is lengthening because of the 
demands of modern education, yet more and 
more British youngsters want to quit school 
today because they are becoming resentfu 
of the child-like treatment they {receive there
The problem is not new here. Girls in 
-Canada and the United States weair make-up 
and “go steady” in their very early teens 
youths must have money, which they can’ 
cam themselves while at school, to take out 
their “dates;”, cars are now mandatory, be 
they purchased “on time” by the teen-ager 
himself or the family sedan, for getting to anc 
from school; and, perhaps the ultimate, park­
ing lots must now be provided at high schools 
.not for the staff but for the students.
But this early physical maturity is only 
one, albeit the most important factor in the 
problem. Our whole speiety today works to 
the detriment of . the teen-ager. The child , is 
almost taught N dT to amuse himself, what 
with television, movies and the chance to earn 
“good money” in the summer months which 
is a very real enticement to the discontented 
youth to give up school and take a job.
The problem is one which, justifiably, is 
causing concern among parents and the auth­
orities, But it is not Britain’s youth, or Can­
ada’s, who must adjust themselves to these 
changing conditions. It is their parents and 
■ the! authorities who must do so.
. Training begins in the home, and if the 
youngster learned the basic principles of good 
living, they would not go astray in their early 
teens.
OTTAWA REPORT
W e Welcome Your Letters
• #
. Most people shun anonymous letters and 
phone calls as they would‘a plague—and 
newspapermen are no exception. There is a 
.strong feeling amongst the men who work at 
the trade of gathering and presenting news 
that the men or women afraid to attach their ' 
names to an opinion should keep silent.
Not that all people are afraid. Indeed 
_ the majority of letters or phone calls received 
“ during the course of a year are signed in One 
way or another, But let there be time of con- k 
troversy, of clashing opinions and then the “ 
t nameless ones come to the fore.
There is a definite pattern to their utter­
ances. The signed letter or named voice** in­
variably contains a just criticism and a care­
fully thought-out opinion. The nanfelqss letter 
or voice is usually full of abuse and rambles
* i  < j  • « . |  i ♦ .
Kelowna 
night w*i
I t  TEAKS AGO 
January, U tt
T. <Terry)Gre«iiwood, manager 
SawmUFCo. Ltd., last 
aa elected by acclamation
30 YEARS AGO '  
Jaanary, 1118
Not the tiniest ripple of ex­
citement disturbed the peace and 
calm of the Council Chamber, 
Monday, , where Mr. G. U. Dunn
as tha lMI presided of the Ke* *»h as returning officer, to re- 
lowna' Board ntTrmAe, r  N Gis- c<lv* nominations tor the various
civic offices a p;m. At that
meree inanajper, was acclaimed
vice-preddeat, aud T. R/Hittwaa ** J*
f t tu n M )  All tfoiNtla fer , CUltOlftlty lUQi6QCtl M OMi t u t  *murnea, as secretary. newspaper scribe who hjd to be
Secondary Industrie* in British 
Columbia must be'developed to  
takb. care of the thousands of 
ople moving to . this province 
w ard T. MitcheuT president* 
ict of the Vancouver.Board of 
Trade told members of the Ke­
lowna Board of Trade at its an­
nual meeting at the Royal Anne 
Hotel. “ There should, be no con­
centration of industrialization. 
B.C. .will be better served by 
Jbaving numbers of thriving in­
dustrial centres throughout the 
province.”
20 TEAKS AGO 
January, 1938
Harking back 49 years; J . A. 
Grant, B.C. Markets Commis­
sioner, and a regular attendant 
a t ‘ the B.C. Fruit Growers* As­
sociation convention, spoke of 
the formation of the British Co­
lumbia Fruit Growers’ Asocie 
tion in Victoria, when Lytton was 
considered the farthermost part 
of the Interior, to the Association 
banquet held I t  the Roya 
Anne Hotel. Tdr. Grant; still hale 
an«l hearty despite his yeafs, was 
th e . second person to sign the 
original list of members of the 
Association, one of the oldest ag­
ricultural bodies in Canada.
TRICKY A -  BlJT HE DID IT
Is U.S. Power 
Diminishing?
present of necessity.
48 TEAKS AGO ' 
January, 1918
The monthly report of Chief 
Constable Thomas, read beforu 
the City Council a t their last reg­
ular meeting, contained the fol­
lowing Information: Cases brought 
before Magistrate Weddell—In­
fraction of the 19.C. Prohibition 
Act—1. Wilful dami%5 to proper­
ty—1., Drunk and olsorderiy—1. 
Larceny—1. Total—3. Complaints 
received and Investigated - r  33. 
Fines and colts imposed and 
paid—$117.50. Trade licence mon­
ey coUected-43.00. Dog licence 
money collected — 83.00. Total 
9 1 5 3 . 5 0 . ' *
so Ye a r s  ago
- January, 1908 
Items of local news-Mlss M o 
Naughton, principal of the high 
school, returned from her holi­
days on Monday. Masters Cam­
eron and Stirling returned to 
school at Victoria o n . Tuesday, 
Mr. Thos. McKay, father of Mr. 
G. A. McKay, of P. B. Wtilits and 
Co., went to Sicamoita on Satur­
day to meet hlywlfe, and arrived 
with her on Monday’s boat They 
will take up residence in Mr. M o 
Kay’s house on Bernard Ave.
— ------ > ..... - ....... .
of his own subject, theology; one 
of the “burning7 questions of the 
moment being, what to do about 
Hell.
The 16th century picture of 
The Saved’’ complacently even 
smirkingly looking down from 
the balustrade of Heaven at “The 
Sinners” writhing - in fiery tor­
ment below has becofaie very dif­
ficult to defend in the present 
civilized age of kindness and gen-
BY JAMES K . NESBITT
T H E VICTORIA M ERRY-GO-ROUND
Jm
torel®. policy o! t t o t t S A ,  which
S S S ' . Z n . ’ H S '  “  «r“ clc to TIME o( Dec. 30
K & S S a j l f c j S t o $ * £ D S r j L f t ?  1,“ dl“g; “I* HeUK" -
les as Secretary of State for the ,1‘Hell broke loose in Pasco,
structive criticisms about local, national, and 
international affairs. The Daily Courier will 
be happy to provide a means of communica 
tion through the letters to the editor column 
so that these ideas and suggestions can be 
read by a large number of people.
Our regulations governing letters are 
few and simple. We repeat them at this time 
for the benefit of those who majr wish to ex­
press themselves in print. Naturally^ letters 
should be reasonably short and to the point. 
They should deal with specific subjects of 
current import. Nothing of a libelous or 
slanderous nature will be published and let­
ters should not deal in personalities. The 
editor reserves the right to delete or change 
Any material in order to keep within the 
bounds of ethical newspaper practices.
The (Courier must know who the writer
aimlessly around an issue without ever quite : is. Jhat is, the signature of' the writer must
saying what it really thinks.
’ Newspapers are possibly the only open 
■ forum left to the general public throughout 
.. the free world. .
a Many citizens who are not in public 
'  life have worthwhile suggestions and con-
be on each letter. However, if the writer so 
desires, his name need not appear in the 
paper, and a pen name may be used instead.
„The Courier invites the readers to write 
within the bounds of the above simple rules 
We will be happy to hear from you.
DEPLORES INTEGRATION
I  People Walk Out
tional guardsmen at Central High 
School ignited the explosion over 
integration. .
The world believes an Amer­
ican state tried to use its armed 
forces in preventing a handful of 
Negro children from getting a 
education, Hoyt said.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially written for 
The Kelowna Daily Courier)
OTTAWA: Members of Parlia­
ment seem to be going through I U.S. A. is, said Mr. Stewart, “no-L, . . . ^  .. .
the motions of domestic politics, thing short of an international! “ a ,» _?P![®,a<: the Fpis-
while their minds are far away calamity.” * copal District of Spokane, ana
on a paramount topic which has The Russians do not trust him, **** i . J Sh’P somethin« to 
hardly been mentioned. land the words which he has u s e d r " ^  . ...
W s  is the impression one gets through the years give them some • • • began with
m the few days of sessions sincelvalid reason f6r distrust, he said la sermon in Pasco s Church of 
the Christmas holiday. iwaosivk' N n v s r u c f  Our Savior by energetic Rector
The problem of course, which WUN6,l!‘NSl!‘ Charles Lester Kinsolving, 30.
many people are too scared to , threat of massive retalla-PHell/ he preached, 4is a damn* 
discuss, is the relations—or more hon is no empty threat, and it is able, doctrine—responsible for a 
accurately, the lack of relations | enough to scare every Russian, I large mehsure of this world’s hat- 
—between that diminishing world when they see themselves en-Jred. According to this doctrine, 
power-to the south of us, and the| circled by a carefully constructed!God, who commands us to love 
ascendant Soviet Union. ring of U.S. air bases—all of them ! our enemies, plays the hypocrite
Old people tend to shy ,away on non-U.5. territory:'Britain, forlby damning his enemies. This in 
from bold new ideas, and a' vivid | example, is regarded and used turn stimulates the hatred of (Jod 
example of rut-bound thinking is I by # the States as a forward air by people who abhor hyprocrisy 
seen in the all-powerful Secretary strip, loaded with bombers. These!—and it gives sanction to our hat-’ 
of State of the United States, John are divided hito three watches, red of certain selected enemies!’ 
Foster Dulles, who will celebrate | keeping a_ round-the-clock air pat- “Across the Columbia Rivet in 
his seventieth birtodaj) next tol loaded with hydrogen bombs, Kennwick, the Rev. Charles W. 
month. Mr. Dulles has for over- so r*at a Fean Harbor could not May, 40, of St. Paulas Episcopal 
long been thinking in terms of destroy them all on the ground, [church announced himself, in 
world war two weapons and has The Dulles foreign policy is so ‘complete disagreement.’ The pul- 
been overly enam ored of his Own warped that he sees nothing un- pit he went on ‘should not be used 
silly threat about ‘‘massive re- desirable in this. Likewise he cop-to express personal views when 
taliation.”  Sure, the atomic bomb sidejrs i t  all right to demand war they are contrary to the doctrines 
and the long-range bomber serv- bases on Canadian soil a t the very of the church’.” 
ed their usefulness for a time, moment when his Cabinet I coll- “ Rectors Clash Over Hell” 
So did the cross-bow. But today eagues are declaring war on our bannered the Columbia Basin 
America’s, potentiai enemy is oil producers. News, and the air was soon thick
fighting with the inter-continental So, M.P.’s are worried by these with theology/
rocket and economic penetration, over-riding problems. And thought __«„ „n „„„„„
M d  while the United State, g o v -U m , t o ” c r y a t , l l l a S a S l . . B" g . . ° “t̂ ^ ^ ^  
ernment is spendthrift of its great holding talks with Russia, despite J f - J rS u if  ( ^ 2 1  thrnw 
oppottuniUes, and m ato g  its past disappointment.; " ‘and -to- ' b A t a m
country the shortest-Uved great wards a sharper look at our fut- [Jf  °ew (man making S  with” 
power in history, the brains trust Ure poUcy .questioning whether “ 2
VICTORIA:This time next weekjrepresentative of the pedple, the 
and the 1958 session of your Leg-1 highest honor of all. 
islature will be under way. It’s interesting, looking at the 
Thursday, Jan. 23, . is toe big] protocol list, to see how many of 
day in this capital; that day His B.C.’s top citizens were once 
Honor toe Lleut.-Governor wiillM.L.A.'s. Two senators Mrs. 
drive In state to the Legislative Nancy Hodges and J . W. deB, 
Buildings to read toe time-honor- Farris, once sat in our legisla- 
ed speech from the ’yhrqne, pre-jture; so.did two high court jus- 
pared by the Rremler, and setting tices—Hon. A. M. Mansoh and 
out toe government’s program of Hon. Norman Whittaker. Five 
legislation for toe session. | members of toe House of Com-
.One would thlnkVictorias would mons .were once B.C. M.L.A.’; 
tire of this ancient ceremony, but Harold Winch, Colin Cameron, 
they never do.‘There’s always a Thomas Irwm, H. W. Herridge, 
rush for seats in toe legislative Frank Howard, 
chamber, and there are always All B.C.’s six senators and 22 
crowds in the buildings’ drive- members of (tile House of\Cqm- 
way and on the steep stone steps, mons are invited to the first state . 
rubber-necking at toe distinguish-1 dinner, but they won’t  be'there, 
ecr guests as they arrive. Many they’re in Ottawa for toe parlia- 
of toe gentlemen In toppers, the mentary session, 
ladies in their new Spring finery. Immediately‘-‘after the opening 
There’ll be no political bicker- the1 Premier ancj members of his 
ing, no jockeying for political cabinet will host a government 
position on opening day. All will reception in toe Empress Hotel, 
be stiff protocol and formality, I This is more or less open to the 
everyone very polite to everyone public, since the; public ̂ ioots toe 
else. The political name-calling bOl. ' -• ,
will wait until all toe fuss and There’ll be no/state ball this 
feathers have vanished. session, there being no Govern-
The House, oh opening day, ment House, It's  toe hope of toe 
will go through the'make-believe Lieut.-Governor and Mrs. Ross 
of electing a. new Mr. Speaker, to open toe new Government 
Mr. HughTShantz of North Okan- House, now building, wito a  State 
agan,; has been performing Mr.lBall, probably in toe autumn. 
Speaker’s ,  duties these many
wee^s past; but on opening day PUBLICIST DIES AT 51 
he must be formally elected by the| HOLLYWOOD (AP) > -  Gebrga
ffiSecX STSK- ev«!Ci f | ^ N e w
S r a i n ^ r S ^  S hfh te^aU  toS ahaln^  A e L .  S o ri ofto^m  
SC.-ers J J u id  follpw’toe nod of ^ lth International News Service,
the Premier and vote for’ Mr,
Sh^ntz, and so it would be’/Bb', AUSTRIAN QUAKE 
Shantz as Mr. Speakerv. r |  VIENNA (AP)—-A sharp earth-
frightened
In toe Kremlin is sneaking into|we~sh°~uldW^jump^'clear of destr°yln8 aU reU2l
every country in the world by the|too-ism' 
back door of the mind.
TWO LONE VOICES
at Washington. Perhhps Mr. Catchpole>i can 
Ideal effectively with this problem 
and thereby render his church
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) -  A 
lublishcr deplored the' interna- 
ional repercussions of the Little 
ck school integration crisis 
• an address at an Arkan- 
Associatlon convention 
inquht last night, and 26 per 
sons walked out on him. ,
Palmer ‘ Hoyt, publisher and 
editor of the Denver Post, made 
no comment — not even when 
Keith Tudor, a vice-president of 
the association, left the pub­
lisher’s own table.
The 225 persons who remained 
sat.quietly as Hoyt termed the 
Little Rock Crisis one of three 
great dangers to toe American 
way , of life.
Hla s u b j e e t  was American 
Tragedy in Three Acts.
Hoyt said tho two other major 
perils to U S. civilization were 
contained in Russia's economic 
challenges and her supremacy in 
apnea age arms and sciences.
Although he expressed grave
concern over threats posed by the 
Soviet Union, Hoyt devoted the 
main part of his speech to the 
racial controversy nt Little Rock. 
INTRODUCED BY 'FAUBUS 
Governor Orvnl Faubus, one of 
the key figures' in the Integration 
crisis, introduced Hoyt and lis­
tened to too speech, placidly.
The publisher began by saying 
that he would not presume to pass 
judgment op Faubus, whose ac­
tion In stationing Arkansas nh'
Only two members have risen I CTTFD T f l  T U F  F n iT f iD  2 v. i. «in Parliament to say frankly what L*- • ' *-K IU) I i l t  tU I  I U K  ajid his religion a very great ser-
It should be borne in m i n d l y  about the present worry-1------------- :---------------- -- ---------- l ^ t o e ^ a m e  f iS e ^ k e 1 m  any
what an education means to the J S^Laurent* 773 Martin Ave., battie with mature scientific
world’s backward millions strug- ^  Wmnipeg-S CC.F.' m e m b e rL j  _ , . /  „ , Kel°wna, B.C. thought, nor even Its. crack-pot
gling for human identity, th Alistair Stewart. The S S "C o u rie r  T ^ Y o u r s  tmlv
great majority of whom are of On the day Prime Minister Die-L. ’ ' ^ w i i m i i n T s n M
toe so-called colored races.” | fenbaker reported to Parliament| Qrappjj„g wnh the theory ad-
“OOING WITH MOTHER” 
KEARNY, N.J. (AP) -  A, 57- 
grieving by the
STATE DINNERS quake this morning 
.X .
BIBLE THOUGHT
The r e t  «1 the wbrld 1, ^
going to wait for us to make up cnce in Paris last month, Mr, S t.|that ŝ .nô  nn nnlmnl ^  year-old man 
our minds where we stand on in-Laurent made one of his rare a n d k P laat,ak in  to b ^  hJJaalfe Jn Sun.
tegration, Hoyt said. The peop e brief participations in the nffnirs S  day told his,daughter, “I’m going,
of the rest of the world are  m ak -of the House; observers rem arked^1®00^ 0 ^ ^  m o th e#  With these words,-
ing up their minds right now that it was one of the most pcr- J aa‘ ’  T. Rice collapsed o f ' a |
whether to stand , with us or SUnslve and powerful speeches he hcart attack °nd died. His wife
against us. has cvcr made in that chamber. f f R j !  had - dlsd 20 minutes,before.
A
that deal with the origin and cvo-l 
I tinns BhAnm flAmn8 nttem ntrut*on of man; this because they
to negotiate with Russia to the\cn a?̂Baha!Piy 
end of disarmament. This-is cs-lnU Points, of contnct. l t  la an often |
THE DAILY COURIER
* IL P . MapLcan, Publisher
Published every afternoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays nt 492 
Dcylo Ave., Kelowna. B.C. by 
The Kelowna Courier Limited.
Members Audit Bureau at Cir­
culations.
, Member of Tlio Canadlnn Press. 
The Canadian Press la exclu­
sively entitled to the uso for re- 
publication o! alt news despatches 
credited to  it or to Tho Associated 
Press or Reuters in this paper 
end also the local news published 
trercln. All rights of republics 
ttya of special dispatches herein 
d ie  also reserved,
, Subscription ra tes-cn rrler de­
livery, city and district tse  per 
week, carrier boy collecting every 
2 weeks. Suburban areas, where 
earner or delivery servic* Is 
maintained, rates as above.
By mail, Ip H.C., 80.00. per 
year; 89.50 for 8 maaths; $3.<H 
fbr 3 months. Outside B C. and 
VJM -i ltiMK) jier ycor, of--1* 
' rMry sa^ea price, $ cents. •
“Faint-Hearted Bridegrooms 
Can’t Escape," a headline re­
ports. Maybe that’s because 
there urc no faint-hearted brides.
■'.jO * *
Here's a story of skyscraper 
dimensions, A U.S. transport 
ilanc, flying over Korea, lurch­
ed and ejected a crew member 
through' an open cargo door— 
and then dropped in an air cu r 
rent and snatched the falling 




cAntini a„„w« „„ i used tactic, though it seldom addslBooks Inc. says.it will publish
Momgomcfy. Sir ^
Churchill I, "the grUnlcst-Eng- uopMc ce“  c q J S s  that ĥe
llshmnn of nil time." Hi, mothcrltnovltabte It we cannot reach! btero te look brat to the health ot two ,  tnnnbi for six y u rt
havim* been a New York girl 8<lmo aatlsfactory ...................................................................... ..
. “ T „  What might thonn cntentroplUe
fbtmotfm oiffietf
M*
Taxing automobile^ by length 
is the suggestion of a Chicago 
alderman, u  the idea is extend 
gd to dogk. ^  will tough on the 
dnehsunds.
“Safcty Rults Have Place In 
Kitchen,” a headline warns us. 
It> all too true; you can’t be 
too careful with n can-opcncr.
. ‘i v -i •
■ With,the movie trend townr 
horror pictures, the freaks in 
circus side-shows ought to con 
mand high salaries from tic  
I Hollywood producers.
Jenny Jerome, wouldn’t qualify C0̂ qW nTcr ^  the last 
him a|so to be called the great- sort, they would bo nuclear w ar 
cst American? I ' I faro between Russia and too Stat­
es, in which they would destroy 
chch other nnd everyone elao'ort
The champion sportsman ls |cn^ ’ 
probaljfy that Maryland hunter 
deer three1 
si ana railing to kill it, 
chased it into a thicket and beat 
it tojdcath with his gun.
Alialalr Stewart ripped into tho
int to, slnp*happy drivers. 
Ybu can do better than a tomb-* 
stone that says “He lived a full 
life." ■ V
* * •
Etiquette is the art of being 
nice to people till you niako your 
first million. After that, they'll
be nice to you. *
* • * '•
Every tiling, tliVit happens is 
for the best, according to the 
optimist-—but tho pessimist is 
the fellow, to whom it happens.
NOTICE
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
r * \ . r ■ 1 1 '
For atiy irregularity in the 




T O W N A  COURIER 
Betofo 7i00 pM. of 
PabEs&kg Day '
' T-ttt
N O T IC E
\ /  l " r  V -
As required by the Income Tax Act, this will advise
1 ■, ' ' ' i f' ' ' '
our;'customers that it U our intention to make a 
payment in proportion to patronage in respect to 
the year ending March 31, 1939, and we hereby hold
V* 'i '-I ■ ' ‘ i .  ’ V' ' ' '
forth the prospect of patronage payment accordingly.
B .C . O R C H AR D S  C O -O P ER A TIV E 
A S S O C IA TIO N
S ta rt enjoying comfortable, modem heat with 
economical Standard Heatlpg Oils. Safe, clean 
burning, they help you nave on fuel because every 
drop turns to pure heat! \
Our Standard Furnace Oil Budget Plan does away 
with high, seasonal heating bills. The cost of your 
oil requirements Is spread over 12 equal payments 
•and no interest Of carrying charge* added.
fpr Information on any 
/Standard OH product.
The night before toe.opeitingjthousands o t  people at Muerz 
toe Lieut.-Governor wllligive the Z^chWg, about 100 mUes souto 
first of two State DinnersMat the reast of VIemia. First reports
Empress Hotel this year. becauso mndoJao ,^cndon of casualtiei or 
there’s no Government HousuT |Property damage,, but thousands 
Th Premier, as toe province’s ®ed f® r̂om bouses and 
No. 1 commoner heads the pro-|busIness buildings, 
tocol list for the state, dinners.
He outranks archbishops and bistv 
ops, admirals, generals, high 
court justices, foreign ' consuls, 
federal cabinet ministers, sena 
tors, members of parliament-- And the disciples said onto the 
and that’s because, as far aa this I Lord, Increase our faith. Luke
province is concerned. repre* 17i 5.
sents you and me—and so the* Faith is a form of courage. We 
Crown must pay him, toe chief need to banish fear and doubt.
816 Clement Avenue KELOWNA* B.C.
A.. BRUCE PAIGE
hsz Clement Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
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Taxpayers Clipped Over 
Share of School Costs
City taxpayers are not getting 
a  (sir deal in the distribution of 
school costs, it was charged at 
City council’s meeting Monday 
niiat.
A lengthy discussion on the 
assessor's annual report, tend* 
ered a t -Monday night’s council 
meeting, resulted in the charges. 
Aid. Jack Trcadgold was the 
most critical of what was dubbed 
kindly an “an unfair siutalion.” 
but virtually all of the council 
metnbers agreed.
So much so, that Mayor R. F. 
Parkinson, will write va letter to 
Victoria pointing out the ap­
parent inequalities and pressing 
for a re-assessment of all rural 
areas as soon as possible.
A * : - - 1- 1
, * ^ 7  ' " ‘
Square dance enthusiasts turn 
out to classes at Kelowna 
Senior High school twice a 
week to meet friends and have
fun. Instructor Chester Larson 
<with microphone) encourages 
"pupils” to make up a four­
some and enjoy themselves.
(Shown is the Monday evening class. There is a special clubs 
for second-year students on 
—Photos by Hayden Thursdays.
f r \
Fun and Instruction Draw 
Adults Bade to School
present *leglstlaUoh, 





Council felt thtat the organized 
municipalities — including Kel­
owna, Glenmore and Peachlattd 
in Kelowna School District 23— 
were fairly well tip to date in 
their assessment figures—but 
that the unorganized rural areas 
in the school district "were not 
up to scratch," as required by 
law.
It was alleged that while the 
provincial government makes 
sure that the municipalities kqcp 
their assessments in line, the 
territories under the direct 
“thumb" of the government were
getting Utile or no attention at 
all from provincial assessors.
Consequently, Kelowna's as­
sessment roll has climbed con­
siderably over the past tew
Saks 'and the school costs also ve risen proportionately. But la 
rural areas, school costs still are 
bflng based on assessments 
several years old, and on figures 
that are much smaller than they 
should be.
NOT ON TAX ROLL
It was even claimed that there 
are several buildings in areas 
like Rutland and Okanagan Mis­
sion that are not on the tax roll 
at all.
Aid. Robert Knox introduced 
another phase when he claimed
new home builders • to the
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
CITY C O U NC IL A T  W O R K
(First of A Special Set tin)
By IVY HAYDEN 
DaUy Courier Staff. Writer
At nine a.m'. in Kelowna’s high 
school, students on their way to 
register for the day Stampede 
through the corridors, rgaily'slam 
locker doors and exchange high-
pitched hellos with friends down 
the hallway.
Although it’s considerably 
quieter evenings Monday through 
Thursday when 340 adults reg­
ister for classes, their enthusiasm 
matches that of the younger set.
In some cases, it runs even 
higher . . .  because many of them
Maths Key To Space
By IVY HARDEN
There’s more to firing a home­
made rocket thiin throwing a 
heap of /Scrap ijietal and gun 
powder together, / posting an 
“out.to launch” «Vifn on the door 
«nd keeping your fingers crossed.
It’s a complicated business re­
quiring a great deal of skill, re­
search and patbence.
Take it from IXelowna’s youth­
ful do3t*yours*iU:'mcketeerr. .
‘‘Don’t  try  i i  unless you know 
What you’fd dbing."
The quartet,»*Peter Trump. Clive- 
and Gary ?Lrewis and Richard 
Hallisey successfully' fired a 32- 
inch rocket into the sky Sunday. 
The rocket ’ Hpomed upward 2,000 
feet a t a ra te  of 500 miles an 
hour. *
STUDENTS ALL
All four/ boys are senior high 
school : students. Subjects they 
claim miost helpful ,for their ex­
perim ent' are physics, mathe­
matics umd chemistry.
• T h e ir ' contention that amateur
spaceship: building can be 
dangerous hobby was backed up 
by school principal Jim Logie 
He credited the boys with in­
genuity and perserverance, but 
cautioned would-be space scient­
ists that rocket launching is “not 
an easy matter,” '
Although the foursome worked 
on their Sputnik-inspired project 
out of school, none of their ef-, 
fort was guesswork.'
They A worked fjrst in pairs. 
t&fen'$d&&.lnfiomiition. .They re­
ferred often'" to authoratiye mag­
azines and experimented con­
tinually. ' i _
Chemical mixtures used, they 
explained, were highly complex, 
a n d . the count-down device that 
actually sent the rocket shooting 
off into space without manual 
adjustment took many hours of 
calculation and Research.
A two-stage affair will be the 
next experiment, the boys say, 
Ultimate objective is to send off 
a three-stage rocket. •
A f  C AST K ELO W N A
W l Members Usher In 1958;
BAST  KELOWNA — Members of 
the ‘East Kelowna Women's In­
stitute had their annual New 
Year’s party Saturday, at the 
Home of the vice-president, Mrs.
Ross.
Several interesting games of 
skill were played, and a delicious 
tea was served. The highlight of 
the afternoon, which took place 
After tea, was the usual ex­
change of gifts.
Ted Johnson; has returned to 
the University of Portland, 
Oregon, after spending the 
Christmas holidays a t the home 
of Ms parents, Mr.- and Mrs. R. 
W. Johnson. ,
The East Kelowna Brownie 
Pack had their first meeting of 
the now year Saturday in the 
Community Hall. Girls of seven 
years of age who would like to 
Join the Brownie Pack will be 
welcome. ;
The Scouts annual whist drive 
and auction wilt take place Feb­
ruary M in the Community Halil
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Middleton
and Harry have returned from 
Calgary, where they spent the 
festive season, *
Mrs, S. Heltzmon is visiting 
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs, Albert Bianco, in 
Salmon Arm. •
Barry .Seddon,' who , spent 
Christmas and New Year at the 
home of his parents, has left 
for Klndersley, Sask., where he 
is employed., 1 ■
M r,’ and Mrs. E. Egolf, who 
left in November for a holiday 
which they spent visiting rela­
tives in New Mexico and Colo­
rado, returned homo during the 
week.
At a recently hold going-up 
cAemony, Wolf Cubs Donnie 
Schneider, and Richard Weis- 
>eckr went, up to Scouts.
The Scout and Cub father and 
son banquet, will take place in 
the Community Hall February 5.
Ike Budgets War 
Claims Pravda
MOSCOW (API -  The Soviet 
m ess said President Eisen­
hower submitted a war budget 
to  the U S. Congress
Pravda. ItveaUa and other 
Moo cow morning newspapers gave 
prompt reaction to the budget 
message under the headlines: 
“Another arms race budget
Pravda carried' a Teas news 
agency dispatch from Washington 
stressing military expenditures. 
It said individual taxpayers must 
'meet 521 per cent of fho budget 
“ while corporations who profit 
most pay only 27 per cent. 
y In a  dispatch from its Washing­
ton correspondent, Izveslla said 
th a t'“ though the budget message 
weighed tour pounds it can be 
summed up In two words, ‘war 
bwj^et,**
West Van Boy 
Discounts East 
Rocket Height
WEST VANCOUVER, B. C. 
(CP)—-A- West Vancouver boy 
who says he fired a three-stugo 
rocket 10,000 feet Into the air 
said he doubts whether a one- 
stage rocket fired by two Ontario 
boys could have reached the 
claimed height of 8,500 feet.
V “It sounds very unreasonable," 
said John Pcrclval, 17. “ If this 
Urns a  single-stage rocket I don’t 
believe it could have attained 
sufficient velocity to reach 8,500 
fee t"  ■ "
A report from' Wallnccburg. 
Out,, sold two 17-year-olds fired 
a rocket to 8,500 feet before 
Christmas and claimed a world 
amateur record,
John e s t i m a t e d  tho height 
reached by his own steel rocket 
by calculations based on the time 
It took the final, stage of the six- 
foot seven-inch ’ rocket to para 
chute to the ground.. The third 
stage was recovered.
Perclviol said ho and his com­
panions are  planning another 
rocket “ which we hope will 
reach 50,000 feet." The fuel used 
la powdered sulphur and zinc
regard these special classes as a 
luxury. i
Night school offers tuition in a 
wide range of subjects. Farm 
mechanics, painting for pleasure, 
typing, citizenship and Engijsh, 
woodwork, public speaking, cer­
amics, sewing, legal procedure, 
first aid and even golf and square 
dancing are among them.
TOP MEN
Highly qualified instructors _ 
only afe engaged. Some of them ~ 
have conducted night school 
classes in larger centres and a l l . .  
of them have extraordinary 
knowledge of their'subject. As a 
result, adult education classes in 
Kelowna are rated among the 
bes't in the province.
.One of the purposes of after- 
hours classes, night school di­
rector J . Gowans explained, is 
to increase the usefulness; of tax- 
supported educational facilities.
Evening classes are sponsored 
by Kelowna and district school 
trustees in co-operation with-the 
techrilcar programs branch and 
the community programs branch 
of the department of education. 
They hope only to break even 
after payjng instructor’s fees and 
school maintenance costs.
WANT MORE
“We want more people to come 
out and enjoy themselves," 
Gowans said emphatically.
Fees range froni five to twelve 
dollars. -
To form a class, enrolment 
must reach a minimum of 15 and 
average attendance should be 
ten. Several classes have had to 
be scrapped because registration 
fell below requirements.
Gowans thought that perhaps 
the 1958 curriculum was too 
heavy on recreation. He hopes 
to be able to offer in the future 
additional cultural and vocation­
al courses, and possibly to make 
available means of completing 
high school matriculation.
While registration this year has 
declined by. almost ,100 persons 
from the ‘1957 enrolment, the 
citizenship and English class had 
to be split when attendance ex­
ceeded expectations. Conducted 
by J. Barre, tfyese classes have 
the largest total registration. 
This year, they acquired a tape 
recorder. Playbacks usually sur­
prise the students . . , they often 
elicit a'smile of satisfaction, and 
almost as often, a disapproving 
grimace.
SOME TESTED 
Barre is one of the.few instruct­
ors who tests his pupils when the 
term ends in March.
On,‘‘'th e  other hand, square 
dancing 'classes are strictly for 
fun. Newcomfers to  the city say 
they’ve made, friendships and 
local , residents front all walks of 
life and every A afec, group have 
nothing but praise for the 
pleasant and not-too-strenuous 
recreation.
As a rule, classes are restrict­
ed to persons who do not attend 
school during tho daytipie- But 
an exception . was made for six 
future nurses and high school 
students, who with principal Jim  
Logie’s permission ore taking tho 
St. John’s Ambulance first aid 
course.
Most classes meet at 7:30 and 
run for a two hour session. A 
full course may extend from the 
last week in October to into 
March. Shorter courses—legal 
procedure, law of interest to the 
layman and concerning . every­
day problems—and f irs t. aid 
classes, commenced this month.
Adult education programs are 
also conducted a t George Pringle 
High School in Wcstbank and at 
Pcachland Elementary School.
Change Trades Licence 
Bylaws for Gas-Fitters
JOHN GOWANS 
Teaches Kids and Fathers
B C FG A GETS T O P  
PRESS C O V ER A G E
The Daily Courier, for the 
first time in its long ‘ history, 
is able this year to give cover­
age on the widest possible scale 
to the story nearest its heart— 
the BCFGA convention.' -
In previous years, as a  semi­
weekly, with many restrictions 
imposed by smaller mechanical 
appartus, the sort of coverage 
we now are giving the fruit- 
men’s ,annual parley was im­
possible. Now, however, as a 
newspaper on a daily publica­
tion basis, we are able to 
handle all the news that’s fit 
to print from day to day.
Extra copies of The Courier • 
may be obtained jrom  your 
news dealer or  ̂from -The 
Courier circulation department. 
Telephone 4445.
Gas-fitters now will know where 
they stand with regard to apply-, 
ing for trades licences from the 
city.
Monday night’s city council 
meeting saw final reading given 
to Bylaw 1919, which amends the 
trades licence bylaw to cope With 
the problems that arose since the 
coming of natural gas to the city.
Anyone who is a qualified gas- 
fitter (he has to have a provin­
cial government certificate) may 
apply for a trades licence but he 
has to do it under one of two cate­
gories only:-either in the plumb­
ing and pipe-fitting category, .or 
under warm air heating and sheet 
metal.
Aid. Jack Treadgold, who had 
been charged with finding a  solu* 
tion to the problem that has vex­
ed council for months, said the 
new arrangement is "fair to every 
one of the trades and also pro­
tects the city as far as the tax 
structure is concerned." 1
In a further summary of his 
annual report to city council on 
building and construction permits 
in the city, building inspector A
Truman Urges 
In U .S .
NEW YORK (AP) -  Former 
president Harry Truman proposed 
Tuesday that any summit meeting 
to ease world tensions be held in 
the United States.
He noted that three American 
presidents made long trips to con 
fer with heads of other states,
“It’s about time they came 
over here," Truman told report­
ers during his morning stroll. “I 
told Stalin that if he wanted to 
see me any more he would have 
to come over here” .
Truman apparently had in mind 
himself, P r e s i d e  n t  Eisen­
hower and Franklin D. Roosevelt 
as the U.S. presidents who had 
made long trips , to confer with 
other leaders. Woodrow Wilson 
also made such a trip.
E. Clark introduced' figures to 
show the number of residences 
built in> the city during the. past 
five years.
Number of homes built were: 
1953-35; 1954-58; 1955-94; 1956 
•72; 1957-60.
Following trades lciences were 
approved' by council.
Herman Edward Hanson, 801 
Wilson Avenue, hauling contrac­
tor (formerly Speedy Delivery 
Service), operating at 1427 Ellis 
St. *
James D. Pettigrew, 1957 Ab­
bott, retail trader in jewelry, 
with business premises at 435 Ber­
nard Ave.
Herbert Charles Mitchell and 
Allan Sommerfield, 76$ Wilson 
Avenue, as agents for an outside 
merchant. This last-mentioned 
application was approved con­
ditionally, depending on a report 
from Aid. Donald Horton, who 
was detailed to learn more about 
the applicants’ intended work in 
the city.
Appointment of a stenographer 
and clerk for the Kelowna de­
tachment of the RCMP was con­
firmed by council. Her salary 
also was approved. It will be paid 
by the city.
X .  Fruit Board's Authority 
Still Strong Despite Challenge
Upholding of the B.C. Fruit
WAGES UP
OTTAWA (CP) -  Average 
weekly wages and hoiirly earn 
ings Nov. 1 increased from Oct, 
1 but th(: work-week was slightly, 
shorter, 'the bureau of statistics 
reported Tuesday. Weekly wages 
averaged $(15,57, up from $65.32 
and hourly iCfarnlngs a reebrd 
$1.62, up frbm $1,60. The Work 
week averaged 40,3 hours com­
pared wlty 40.7. . : ,
Board’s authority to regulate the 
marketing of tree fruits, high­
lighted the past year, according 
to a report tabled by board chair­
man J. G. Campbell at the Bri­
tish Columbia F ru it . Growers’ 
convention this morning.
P. J . Sherstobetoff, manager of 
the East Kootenay Co-operative 
Berry Growers’ Association' on 
July 17, 1957, challenged the au­
thority of the fruit board by tak­
ing fruit out of the Crestoh area 
for sale in interprovincial trade 
against regulations of the board.
Subsequently the board’s auth­
ority was upheld following a leng­
thy Ifegal battle.
ROAD&IDE STANDS
An increase in roadside stands 
was ajso noted, total of 354 
licences being' issued against 287 
the previous year and 314 in 1955. 
Mr, Campbell noted the increase 
was probably due, to,, the larger 
crops especially, in soft fruit. 
Fruit moving by permits from 
Oliver and Osoyoos to other road­
side stands amounted to 9,442 
packages compared with 9,176 in 
1056 and 7,243 in 1955.
Two checking stations at Flood 
and Cache Creek were again in 
opcr#ton and there were two rov­
ing inspectors in the vallcjo and 
one at Creston. Co-operation of 
the RCMP, game department anc 
department of highways remains 
at a high level, hb noted.
Careful check °f packinghouse 
records was made by the board’s 
auditors, Mr. Campbell continued 
In the matter of overages, all 
houses examined except two Indi 
cated they only credit the grower
with 98 percent of the physical
pack-out.
OVERAGES UNFAIR
"This has long been a practice 
in the industry but no matter how 
long it has been done ahd for what 
purpose it has keen done, in the 
board’s opinion it is wrong," he 
declared. “It has been argued 
that the three party contract al­
lows a shipper to take two percent 
overage. This too is wrong. The 
contract merely recognizes that 
a shipper may have up to two per­
cent discrepancy through errors 
and losses unavoidable with nor­
mal handling and despite every 
attempt to account accurately for 
the fruit received.
CAUSE SUSPICION 
“During the Royal Commission 
hearings it was evidenced time 
after time that the practice of 
taking overages caused nothing 
but suspicion in the minds of 
many growers. The fruit board 
would suggest that the packing­
houses take the initiative through 
the Okanagan Federated Ship­
pers to voluntarily outlaw over­
ages among Its members, pend
B .C . W it Will 
Address Hub 
City Chamber
One of the most sought-after 
speakers in British Columbia will 
be giving an after dinner address 
at the annual meeting of the Kamv 
loops Board of Trade on Janu­
ary 22. Many Kelowna residents 
are expected to attend.
He is N. F . "Dick" Pullen, pub­
lic relations manager for the B.C. 
Telephone Company in Vancou­
ver. ■ . "
Because of his wit and humor 
Mr. Pullen has been a popular 
dinner speaker for several years. 
His speeches are invariably amus­
ing.
BORN ON ISLAND
He was born in the coal mining 
towh of Cumberland on Vancou­
ver Island and later moved to 
Victoria.
• His first job was a reporter on 
one of the Victoria newspapers. 
Seven years later he joined the 
B.C: Telephone Company as man­
ager of the, advertising and pub­
licity department.
He is . a past president of the 
Men’s Canadian club of Vancou- 
ver'and the Gyro club, and is a 
member qf the Vancpuver Board 
of Trade.
Lance Kelton, secretary-man­
ager of the Kamloops board of 
trade said: "We are very lucky 
to have Mr. Pullen as our speak­
er, I  have heard that, because of 
his: Incredible wit, he is sought 
after throughout Canada."
. The annual meeting will take 
place at Alex's Bar-B-Q at 6.15 
p.m. It will include a dinner, 
the election of officers, speeches 
and a dance.
th a t
rural areas were having to pay 
much higher taxes than owners of 
old homes of comparable value.
He cited one case where two 
homes have the saftte value on 
the real estate market. Tim taxes 
on the new home were three 
times as much as thorn on the 
old home.
Council generally agreed that 
one maior reason for the neglect 
in rural areas was the lack of 
qualified assessors.
LOAN CITY ASSESSOR 
Mayor Parkinson said, partly 
in jest but with undeniable pur* 
pose, that the city would save 
money by continuing to pay the 
salary, of the city's assessor— 
James Markle—but “lend-leaa* 
ng" him to the province so that 
se could re-assess the rural dis­
trict so that the equalization of 
assessments, as demanded by - 
the -province, could be brought 
about. ,
We would be doing our citizens 
a favor," the mayor asserted.
Mr. Markle’s annual report 
showed the 1958 city assessment 
total a t $26,733,442. Last year’s 
assessment total was $24,737,399.
The, assessor said the 1958 
figures are not final and are 
subject to change b y  the  court 
of revision, / \
Based on the 1958: figures. the 
value of one mill for other than 
school purposes would be $16.- 
278.85, and the value of one mill 
for school purposes would be 
$18,177.62, Mr. Markle’s written 
report read.
These figures are based on 106 
per cent of land and 75 per cent 
of improvement assessments be­
ing taxable.
Four Jap Ships 
On Peace Trip
YOKOSUKA. Japan (Reuters) 
Four Japanese warships left Tues­
day for Pearl Harbor on a mis­
sion of peace and goodwill.
The vessels are under the com­
mand of Rear-Admiral Sadayoshl 
Nakayama, who was Japanese na­
val attache in Washington on 
Dec. 7, 1941—date of the sneak 
Japanese attack on the U.S. base.
The squadron will steam 7,600 
nautical miles on the first deep- 
sea training trip by the Japan­
ese navy since 1940.. The ships 
will visit the wartime battle­
grounds of -Iwo. Jima and Mid­
way and are scheduled to reach 
’earl Harbor Jan. 29.
The new fighting fleet Is lim­
ited to ships no greater than de­
stroyers and frigates. Japan has 
28 of these vessels,, all under 2,- 
000 tons and many provided by 
the United States.
CHAPLIN JR. JAILED
LOS ANGELES (AP)— Charles 
Chaplin Jr. was jailed Tuesday on 
suspicion of misdemeanor drunk 
driving. H i g h w a y  patrolmen 
quoted him: " I’ve been to a mil­
lion parties and had a millioniqg recommendation on this pointli‘X k «  "* "offWrq S  ?hi»v"snw by the Royal Commission." fd«nks. Officers said they saw
TO CHANGE NAMES 
•QUEBEC (CP) -  The private 
bills committee of the Quebec leg­
islature passed a bill changing the 
name of the city of Shawinlgan 
Falls to Shawinlgan. Premier Du- 
plessis supported tho bill and said 
it would preserve the 'French 
character of the town. An or­
ganization would be established 
to study the giving of “proper 
French names" to other towns
the actor speeding and. chased 
him Jor several blocks, ant 
through two red lights, before 
forcing him to the curb.
U .S . Navy Transport 
Crashes In Practice
PATUXENT, Md. (AP) — A 
four-engined Super Constellation 
U.S. Navy t r a n s p o r t  p lane ' 
crashed while making practice in­
strument landings at the Patux­
ent naval air station Tuesday. The 
navy said all nine crew members 
were killed. /  »
A base spokesman said the 
plane fell into a wooded area In a 
remote section Qf the a ir station, 
missing by only a few hundred 





Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. Recom­
mended by tite National 
Professional Organize- ■ 
tion of Optometrists.
TV CENTRE
and APPLIANCES LTD- 
MI Bernard Ph, 2049
T O D A Y 'S  T R EN D
H ;  , s
T O  M O R R O W 'S
[>RY CLEANING LAUNDERING PICKUP AND 
DELIVERY
Phone 2 12 3
i
Kelowna and District Civil Defence
A course in civil defence wclfan? reception will be held 
in the Kelowna Senior High Schcnl, Harvey Avc> on’ 
Wednesday evenings commencing January 15th at 8:Q0 p.m.
, All citizens are invited (o attend.
For Further Information
Phone Civil Defence Officer t -  Phone 2212
Kelowna City Hall I
V t
BUT WE'RE DOING IT FOR OUR
SECOND ANNUAL CLEARANCE
STARTS 9 A.M. THURSDAY
forty Bird^ Special
Fine China Cup and Saucer ^
’Get them while they last. q p _ 
Only
L O V E L Y  T .V . S H ELL LA M P S
Reg, 8.60 to clear a t only 5,98
20% OFF ALL TOYS —  GAMES 
MOVIE CAMERAS —  PROJECTORS 
ELECTRIC RAZORS —  SKATES
FRANK'S
NQVEtTY and GIFT SHOP
Arrow from the Hoard of Trade Building 
243 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3902
•  •
( C T
"Out ofm y w o y -w e 'ie  liavlitft
lem on p le  te n lg h f"
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Mansfield M arries 
Muscle M an M o n .
Calif.
Haas*
The outdoor man is all set for 
a  day of shooting or a  brisk 
Jaunt in the country in this 
handsome tweed topper of 
warm woolen.
' Two .upper slash pockets do 
hand-warming duty while two
tower patch pockets and an in­
side cash pocket provide plenty 
of carrying power. Sleeve tabs 
have loops and adjustable but­
tons. Side vents and hexagon­
shaped leather buttons are other 
details. -
M ARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Feel Bachelor Ow es Something 
For 2 5  . te a rs O f
By BOB THOMAS 
PORTUGUESE BEND,
CAP* — Beauteous Jayne, 
field married, muscle man 
! dickey Hargitay, Monday night in 
a glass-wallcd chapel beside the 
se n .’ "  ,-f; ■ , 1
The movie blonde, 24, and her 
Hungarian-born boy friend, 29, 
exchanged vows and wedding 
rings in a  pon-denominational 
ceremony, a t the Wayfarer's
w ith her ffeir for the dramatic. 
Jayne waited down the aisle In 
a  startling wedding gown of pink 
lace, which clung tightly to her 
famous figure. The skirt fkwnce 
flared out with 30 yarda of pink 
fluff.
" I  hope nothing spoils the sol­
emnity of the -occasion," Jayne 
had said. In her desire for a “se­
rious, beautiful wedding,"" the de­
cided to forego the traditional 
Hollywood Hoopla for a reception. 
Instead, the bridal pair bookec 
flight to Dallas for a reception to 
be held a t the borne o f 'h e r  
mother and step-father, Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Peer*. 1 
HAD LUNCH
Peers gave away the bride, 
who was attended by her mother. 
Mickey’s best man was a busi­
ness associate from Indianapolis, 
Ross Christina. Among the on­
looker was Jayne Marie Mans­
field, nine, the star's daughter by 
Paul Mansfield.. Jayne's divorce 
from the Dallas public relations 
man became final last Wednes­
day.
Jayne and Mickey lunched 
Monday at her studio despite the 
aged superstition that a bride- 
room is not supposed to see his 
iride before the ceremony on 
their wedding day.
We couldn’t Stay .apart that 
long," said Jayne.
Jayne had her hair done at the 
itudio add then did some last- 
minute shopping for her trous­
seau. She end Mickey will have 
a four-day honeymoon in Miami, 
then must return to prepare for 
their opening at LAs Vegas* Tro- 
piesna late this month.
LET 'S  E A T
Low-Calorie Pretzels Rate High 
W ith Shape-Conscious Snackers
By IDA BAILBT ALLEN
ABOUT ten o'clock in the eve­
ning Is snack, lim a for moat 
pesabw, especially TV viewers. 
However, a  snack ever alluring 
to psisVwatchers, la' often the 
cause ,of indigestion and that 
lazy, feeling In the morning be­
cause it usually consists of cake 
or pie and coffee or beer and 
sandwiches made of addments 
from the refrigerator, 
beat Catettoe 
If your family ere snackers, 
tq r a combination with less 
calories—* dish of crisp vege­
table nibblers, fruit juice and 
choice of pretzels.
Yet, pretzels. - Surprised? Yet 
$ or 7 thin pretzel sticks rate only 
100 calories. In tddition, pretzels 
are easily digested because of the 
triple process of boiling the-,yeast 




An. excellent choice for the 
woman's figure is this dress for 
daytime wear in pure silk 
crepe,' available in Jewel tones 
as well as black or brown. The 
bodice, below its comfortable 
away-lrom-the-neck band,,. is 
fitted from yoke to waist A 
slender skirt has released tucks 
to ease the waistline. For gar­




sions shook both the active north 
east crater and the tong-dormant 
centre crater of Mount Etna dur­
ing a snowstorm Sunday night 
Clouds of ashes and sparks 
spewed out of the northeast 
crater. ,
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: This 
is a matter of deep concern to 
us; and we shall watch' for and 
•bide by your opinion.
John is 70 and Elizabeth is 50. 
They have been devoted to each 
other for 25 years, i t  is a good 
—very good—relationship; frown­
ed on by none; respected, ac­
cepted. They are loved by all 
Who know them.
They have not been able to 
m arry because of family re­
sponsibilities. John has two 
older spinster sisters, also a 
.piece turn nephew in their forties, 
neither of them married; .and he 




Elizabeth has devoted all her 
time to John, working with him 
In his business , as well. He has 
an esfate worth about $100,000; 
and we Wonder whether—in view 
of his family responsibilities— 
there is an obligation, ethical- or 
moral, to  apportion some part of 
hla estate . to; Elizabeth? (He 
doesn't know of our interest.)
Please believe us, a  right de­
cision in this matter is  very im­
portant. And we look forward to 
|o u r  immediate reply. Sincerely,
MAN IS HIDING 
BEHIND EXCUSE
DEAR K; S.: It is nonsense to 
Claim that a bachelor business 
man with properties amounting 
to $100,000 has been denied mar­
riage due to family responsibili­
ties. In John's- case, that is Just 
an  excuse for staying on the im­
mature'; side of life—along with 
his. older spinster sisters, and 
the niece and nephew (now in 
their forties) who've never been 
married.
A m an with that much of 
backlog .at age . 70 has been , 
pretty sound operator, financial 
ly, for a  good many years, 
should guess. He has made 
solid success, if not a spectacu­
la r  fortune; hence Is frugal and 
cautious by nature, I infer—in­
clined'to play his cards close to 
h it chest, ns the phrase Is. 
John's failure to marry his un- 
' awervingly devoted secretary anc 
' Constant.companion (of 25 years) 
f t  simply a covert decision on the 
, selfish side. It means that he Just
doesn’t  see fit to make an un­




He isn 'tthe  generous, outgoing 
considerate 'o r protective type. 
Having Elizabeth on bargain 
terms, as paid help in the office 
and a social acolyte for free— 
and a household of kinswomen 
at home to minister to his do­
mestic comfort —he has just 
coasted through a  lifetime* al- 
ance' with her, exploiting her 
allegiance, without establishing 
tis.
He has bested Elizebeth insid­
iously, He has put over, a nega­
tive deal in an idirect way, side­
stepping ethical considerations 
instead of coming to grips with 
the issue and making a positive 
hvestment in favor of Elizabeth. 
Now you are asking in effect:
Included in Mr. Fullerton's 
program are mfmy favorites, in­
cluding Bach’s “Jesu Joy of 
Does he owe Elizabeth a widow’s | Man’s Desiring”  and Beethoven's
1
WED., JAN. 1$, 195$ THE DAILY COURIER £
Young Pianist t o  Perform  Thursday 
Te rry Fullerton A t  High School
recompense in his estate, in thelPathetique Sonata. The Bach is 
event of his death—inasmuch as a modem piano arrangement of
| an original choral. T h e-‘'Path- 
etique” sonata embodies two- of 
Beethoven’s most original and 
I powerful contributions to the art 
of music. A first movement of 
| titanic and elemental struggle 
a  slower movement of
she has been at his . side for the 




It could be argued, against the i , , __ _____ *
dea, that Elizabeth has thrown Ian<* a  sl°w.®r  movement 
her life away on John by her I mystic exaltation, 
own choice,- with her eyes open] To be heard also is a group of 
—since .his perennial failure to I moderns including the Bartok 
m arry her proved tong, ago that Hungarian Peasant Dances and 
he offered, nothing wholehearted the Debussy Arabesque in A 
or permanent. A man’s actions | Major.
speak louder than words in mat­
ters of the kind, as every woman 
knows, who .will face the facts of 
life. -«*■!
In the last analysis, the ques-| 
tion rests with John and Eliza­
beth, as to what he owes her in 
a  final accounting of their part-1 assured in these student recitals,
The great Romantic period, in 
music is represented by two 
Brahms’ Intermezzi,v Schubert’s 
beautiful Impromptu opus 90 no, 
4, and the G. Minor Ballad.
Even though most of this music 
may seem over played, 'we are 
stud(
of a fresh and enthusiastic ap-nership. Rather, the answer rests
°utc£ mf;iV*1 proach, which In itself can always 
doubt that Elizabeth could sub-|g|Ve listener a  new concept
stantiate a collectable claim to a 
chare in his estate, if he doesn’t 
remember her in his will.
Howeyer, if John’s conscience 
Is still responsive to righteous 
principles a t this writing, and 
dead as a doornail due to hard­
ened selfishness, he can't help 
feeling an ingrained duty, after 
all these years, to leave some­
thing worthwhile to her, from the 
final distribution of his estate.
M. H.
of well loved piano literature
-BETHEL STEELE
D EM O N S TR A TES  SKILLS
rzeraft articles,
_  itics Mite bejweM*ARi* 
played byM ro. Lene'jjtodf
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s r a s - B A i r a s
under he rogram of the
1 ̂  ' (
Canadian Arthritis and Rhcu 
matisni Society, The program 
has proved so successful that 
the II S. Arthritis and Rhcu 




. ' SUNDAY DINNER 
Curried' Vegetable Saiadettes 
, - Roast Duckling With 
Cumberland Saute 
. Sweet Potatoes Saute 
Minted Green Peas .
. Mocha Whip 
Coffee . Tea Milk
All measurement* are level; 
recipe* proportioned to «erve 4 • 
Moeha Whip: Add f t  top. un­
flavored gelatin to 1 tip. cold 
water.
Separate 3 egg*. Beat the yolks 
ight. Add f t  c. surgar;. beat 
again until the sugar dissolve*.
Meantime, melt 2 squares (oz. 
unsweetened chocolate. Pour y} 
c. boiling water over the gelatin 
Stir until dissolved.
Stir into the yolk mixture. 
Add the chocolate and f t  tsp. 
Instant powdered,coffee.
Beat the egg whites stiff. Folc 
Into thhe other ingredients. Beat 
1.0 strokes.
Transfer to small parfalt glassi­
es. Refrigerate.
To serve, top with whipped 
cream and chopped m^ts. r 
This can be made a day in ad­
vance,
Baltimore Crab Cakes: These 
appetizing fish cakes are famous 
the country over. Make them 
yourself from ,fre»h or.canned 
crabmeat;or buy them frozen 
ready to cook and serve on toast- 
ed rolls, or in the form of small 
balls to reheat and serve on pics 
as an hors d’oeuvre.
flaked fresh or canned crabmca\ 
shell removed), 1 egg, f t  tbsp. 
flour, % top. suit, 1 tsp. paprika 
»«< u  tso. Deeper.
I te m  into fiat cakes. Dust with 
Amur. Saute In a  well-oiled frying 
pan. ,
Serve with lemon wedges and a 




Baltimore Crab Cakes 
* .Sauce Tartars 
8piaaeh Buttered Rice 
Teasel Lettuce Avocado Salad 
Apple-Apricot Pie 
Coffee Tea Milk 
Celery-Tomato Soap: Prepare 
<10ft oz.) can condensed celery 
soup by directions mi the can.
Just before serving, stir In f t  
c. canned tomato smashed into 
shreds with a  fork for delightful 
flavor and,color contrast. 
CUMBERLAND SAUCE 
FROM THE CHEF 
Grate and crush the peel from 
lemons and 1 orange. Add the 
Juice f t oradge, I  tbsp. sugar and 
1 tbsp. prepared horseradish.
Put ft c. currant jelly and 
tbsp. hot water In* a saucepan. 
Add 1 drop Tabasco. Stir over a 
low heat until the Jelly (lightly 
melts.
8Ur in the fruit juice mixture.
Speaker'? W ife 
Leads Busy Life
By CAROLYM WILLSTT 
Canadian Preas Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) — Each morn­
ing while the Commons is in set- 
son a  slim, auuuro - haired 
woman. carrying; a , suitcase ar­
rive* a t  the mhln Parliament 
building. ,
Casual observer* may wonder 
whether Mrs. Roland. Miehener 
ntends tar stay tor* the dey. She 
Oee-texl often weR into the 
evening as well.
’ The suitcase — usu 
with a change , from 
tarty' dress—tat one 
way Job Mrs. Miehener has as 
wife of the Speakepr of flte House 
of Commons.
Mr. Miehener, Interviewed in 
the Speaker’s chambteii, says 
she Is learning' her n*w\ job by 
experience. It was quite a . change 
from the tour years she hakt spent 
as the wife of a private idP . 
CROWDED CALENDAR v  
And, unlike her hmbao/ff, a 57- 
year • old Toronto lawyer who 
stepped into a const!tutio^atly-de- 
fined role, her guide posth ere 
few. There are no written 'rules 
for the wife of the Speaker
”1 Intend to write a  little mem­
orandum for the wife of the next 
Speaker,”  saya North Miehener.
This memorandum grows teach 
day a* its author arrange* sche­
dules .to accommodate a “ contin­
ual stream” of visitors; wh 
from tea to dinner followed
HITHER AND YON
TO 'S E E  N E W  GRAND­
DAUGHTER . . . Mrs. Max do- 
Pfyffer left Monday for Seattle. 
Wash.. . t o  visit her dsushtcr and 
ton-ln-law, Mr. and Mrs. Joel
find
Don Comes First 
Says P re tty W ife
OTTAWA (CP)-M ary Mackay 
didn’t hesitate when asked how 
she'd feel if her husband became 
national Liberal leader. .
“ I’d be very surprised,” said 
the vivacious brunette wife of 
Calgary mayor Don Mackay, can­
didate for thd leadership at the 
three-day party convention which 
opened here today.
Nabbed b y , a photographer, 
Mrs. Mackay posed With Mrs. 
Jean McKenzie Brown of To­
ronto, vice-president of the On­
tario Women’s Liberal Associa­
tion.
. Mrs. Brown held a purse bear­
ing t h e  tag “Canada needs 
Mike.” Lester B. (Mike) Pear­
son, former external affairs min-
opera or ball, holds regular lun­
cheons for a  cross-section of Cn
SHOWERS FOR SATURDAY 
BRIDE . . . Mis* Marlene North­
ern whose marriage to Robert 
Renaud takes place this Satur­
day l* being widely feted prior 
to the wedding. The staff of Chez 
Louis gathered to present her 
with a  kitchen set recently, and 
twenty-four friends met a t the 
home of Mrs. R. Foote for a 
miscellaneous shower. A pantry 
shower was held a t foe home of 
Mrs. L. Renaud and twelve 
young friends of the bride pre­
sented Miss North* n with orna­
mental gifts when Mrs. L. Ritchie 
entertained. Tuesday evening a 
cup and saucer shower, with 
thirty-four guests present was 
held a t the notpe or Mrs. L. E. 
Stephens. Friday evening, Mrs. 
R, A. Warren plans to entertain 
the bridal party after the wed­
ding rehearsal.
SASKATCHEWAN VISITOR. . .  
Mr. E . H. Wittig of Watson. 
Sask., spent the past week In 
Kelowna visiting hla sitters and 
brothers-in-law, Mr, and Mts. J . 
M. McHarg and Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred BieUer. Fred Wittig of Vic­
toria.spent a day here during his 
father'* stay.
MR. AND MRS. W. B. NELLI8 
. . .  have returned from Mill- 
brae, Calif, where they have 
been visiting since August.
ister, is another leadership can- 
To M ate: Mix 3 c. cooked fine-|didate.
“Are you for Mike, too,” asked 
a reporter.
"Mike for second choice, yes, 
laugnted the 42-year-old' mother 
of six—five girls and one boy 
ranging in age from 18 to three 
Wearing a smart brown wool 
dress and a matching. cloche 
feathered hat, Mrs. Mackay said 
she has voted Liberal since she 
program was î -vss 21;
started by the Canadian Arthrl-I Married 20 years to the 43-
Arthrltics. Learn 
A rts  And Crafts
The whole U.S.A. will learn a  
lesson from B.C.! 1 v 
In January, 1956, an extensiye 




OTTAWA (CP) — Mary Hender­
son says she knows how she'e 
feel if her husband became the 
next Liberal party lealer.
I’d be scared to  death,” the 
jloiide, attractive wife of dark- 
lorse candidate Rev. H. Lloyd 
Henderson of Pohage la Prairie, 
Man.; told a reporter, ,
The 50 - year - old Presbyterian 
minister and Portage mayor is 
seeking nomination for the Lib­
eral leadership convention which 
begins a three-day session here 
day.
His 33-year-old wife said she’s 
here to “do what I can" for his 
campaign. iBut she finds it dlf- 
tlcult to keep up with her spouse;
''He goes too fast for me,” she 
said;
She was a bank teller when 
she bconmo engaged to the Port­
age clergyman nna married him 
in 1651.
M rs . Fannie’ 
Forst Dies *
VANCOUVER (CP)—Mrs. Fan­
nie - Forst, president of a  group 
of furniture and appliance stores 
here for 26 years,after her hus- 
band’s death, died here Monday.
Her husband, Nicol Forst, be­
gan a bicycle business here about 
1900 and developed it into one of 
the largest furniture and appli 
ance chains in British Columbia
When he died in 1929, his 
wldtflr took over control of the 
company and stayed on as pres­
ident until it was bought in 1955 
by Great Universal Stores Lim­
ited of London, England.
YOUNG VULNERABLE 
Scarlet fever la generally con­
fined to children up to 15 years 
old, but may attack Individuate 





e B.C. .program hai proved so [defeated in federal election races|says M rs. Miehener. She has 
iccessful that the American—has a definite “ reason”  -for travelled in Eiuope and Asia
............... ... i . . . . . .  . . .  - speaks French fluently and can
converse7 in Italian.
tis and Rheumatism Society in year-old Mr. Mackay, Calgary’s 
B.C. in order to give arthritic mayor for nearly nine years, she 
patients an opportunity to learn hasn’t had too much time for 
useful and interesting occupa-1 political activities herself, 
tion. Now, just two years lfiter, | She sa id -h er husband—twice 
the
sui______
Arthritis and R h e u m  a tlsm lrunn lng  in the leadership race, 
Foundation hopes to use it as a but she would not state * the 
model for the organization-of a reason, 
similar program in the United Born in Claresholm, Alta, near 
States. .  * Calgary,-Mrs. Mackay went to
On a recent trip to Vancouver, I Calgary schools and ' stddied as 
Dr. R. W. 'Lamont-Havers, as- a beautician in the United States, 
sociate medical director of the she’s a member of the Calgary 
American ARF *pd . Liberal women’s group. But civic
of CARS, I functions that keep her and her 
Division, stiidled the set-up of 1 husband busy just about every
r 18̂ 0* the Week als0 PreVent requested that a  manual t e  pre- jjer from taking executive posts, 
pared by the provincial division1 8
for use as a guide in the United.
States and other countries. ’ EAGER STUDENTS
“An Arts and Crafts program CRAWLEY, England (CP)
8 a worthwhile project,” he said, [Children at a secondary school in 
“because it gives patients a new this Hampshire town obtained 
interest in life by increasing permission to do their homework 
their horizons, and gets them out] at school in the evening, because 
of themselves' and back into a [they said television and noise at 
contributing part in. society. Also,
nadian w o m e n  and tries to 
squeeze in meetings of the Par­
liamentary Wives1 Association^ 
It’s usually late when the Mlch-j 
eners return to their uptown 
apartment. r  ■ !
But the blue-eyed, youthful-ap­
pearing grandmother tackles her 
new job with vigor and effi­
ciency. ,
I'm  a realist by tempera­
ment,” sayii this Manitoba-born 
woman, who grew up In Van­
couver. .
KEEN STUDENT ’
Long ago she decided that mar­
riage, while it gave a woipan first 
obligations to husband and fam­
ily, was not an excuse for,a wife 
to lose her Identity and “ vege­
tate”
So, while raising three daugh­
ters, she began studies for a doc­
torate in (philosophy. She recalls 
exhausting days as a housewife- 
student a t the University of Tor­
onto. She had completed a bach­
elor of arts degree at the Uni­
versity of British Columbia in 
Vancouver, and studied at the 
Toronto Conservatory of Music, 
before her marriage* in 1927. She 
spent 10 years studying for her 
Ph.D. and received it in 1953.
Her philosophical treatise, pub­
lished in 1955, sqts forth the, 
views of ' contemporary philoso­
pher Jacques Maritaln.
'’After philosophy, gardening Is 
a main interest. And home, with 
a garden, still is- in Toronto 
where Diana, 25, is completing a 
Ph.D. In biochemistry. Two other 
daughters are married.
“And I  simply love travelling,' 
rs. i r.
NORTHERN LAKE 
Peerless Lake in northern Al- 
*«oelatlo^L^crta: “°  named because of its 
ifM ir& idceP Mue water, covert 75 square 
mile*. ’ *
P IA N O
R EC IT A L
t i '
' t - \  «t the
Senior High School 
^Auditorium
T H U R S ., J A N . 16th
; "  jkOO p.m.
Pianist
T ER R Y  .FU LLE R T O N
Young Artist Series
: I :: :S '
Spofuitked by. <■'




Adults 75f Students 50^
the hidden talents that are dis­
covered often provide the patient 
with a needed source of income
TRICK OF THE CHEF
Combine cooked B r u s s e l s
h„h nf t?r   ̂ aX  .n .1 sProuts with an equal quantity- t !? hub of the B*C. Arte an d |0{ thin-sllced carrot rounds. Sea- Crafts program, which Dr.L*
Lamont-Havers termed “the most J  3a? h V j? tn ? e c  sr,( butter and
extensive In North .America,” , i s |~ —■n ..ot ?8H!?e.8:.....
a workroom In the'provincial of­
fice under the charge of a full­
time instructor. More than half 
the Branches throughout B.C.
(Burnaby, Chilliwack, Courtenay,
Haney, Kelowna, Nanaimo, Nel­
son, New Westminster, Pentic­
ton, Prince George, Surrey, Van­
couver, North and, West Van­
couver, Vernon, and Victoria) 
carry out their own programs 
with volunnteer instructors put­
ting in many hours of work.
There is a great deal of scope 
in the kinds of crafts that a^c 
offered: metal' work, ceramics, 
weaving, textile stencilling,.'car­
pentry, driftwood desighs/ and 
other creative yrork. / ,
One-of the most rewarding as 
pacts of such a program is tho 
constant disproof of the/old pro­
dogs, can’t  '«eai
m m m u m
M ID -M O N TH
SPECIALS
-f ^
•  Shampoos •  Lotions
verb: Old fi rp new
MoUwr* your hout* plant* can 
teoathw wadi Ih* (hist ted dM off 
toavo* orcadonaDy. Us* warm 
•oepwdi, ihm .imo and lot dry 
 ̂ Eroo*
tricks. Moat patients tee'between 
60 and 70 and they find a great 
deal of enjoyment luithe mastery 
of something completely new. 
Some of the beautiful articles on 
sale In B.C. gift stores lave  been 
made by patients over 10!





Earliest known pa 
were made by the 






LOW COST MOTORING AT ITS SMOOTH AND EASY BEST 
38 Mllc$ to Imp. Callon Cas
The longing of untold admircra 
for, n ear of low opcriiting 
cosis, high driving comfort* 
nml interior spaciousness is 
ideally met by thb thrifty 
Mcrccdcs-Benz 1B0D. , ; ;
■ ■ ,! / ( t .v ;v;'' ' ' ' ' . ' ' v--l
ANDERSON’S s 
SERVICE- CENTRE 
CR. PENDOZI and LEON
DYCK'S DRUGS
NEXT TO BUPER-VAtU
For Flash Delivery 
Ju»t Dial 3333
’MMKKKKKKKk
C H A N G E  t  
THE SCENEV  
INVOUR
From Our
PREPASTED —  WASHABLE —  SUNWORTHY
- ■ •>' ■- • .
BEDROOM ~ r KITCHEN —  LIVING ROOM 
All 1957 Stock must go to make room for ijew paper*
Treadgold Paint Supply Ltd ,




, "The Ladies' Store"
HUGE STOCK CLEARING
Commencing 9:00 a.m.' Thunday
LARGE REDUCTIONS . . .
- BIG BARGAINS . . .
GIVE AWAY PRICES • ■ • •
The early bird gets the first choice 
It’s pleasant to shop at Bon Marche . 
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THE DAILY COURIER, Wed., h a .  IS. IMS g  A
H ere 's tops in  h e a rty , th rifty  e a tin g
I  H - r *  ; * • * . * ,.  ^  dm.
Bone Roast
. . . lb.
Roast of
Beef .  .  . . .  Grade
Prices Effective
January 1 6 th , 1 7th  and 1 8th
%>
Fresh Dressed,
Cut up in tr a y s .. . . . .
Small Whole 
3-5 lb. average - u>39c Grand Forks ...
CHECK THESE VALUES
RASPBERRY JA M AIR W AY COFFEE
Argood,
48 fluid oz. tin
Mild and Mellow, 
2 lb. package ......
GREEN BEANS
TuteTells, Choice Cut, A  A A .
15 oz. tin . L  T U I O O C
T U N A  FISH
Sea Trader Solid, A  f i  A f .
7 oz. tin , Mtk I  ee l
"Welcome BCFGA to the
Convention C ity"
P LU M  JA M
i Pure,
oz. t i n .............
C R EAM  CORN
Town (loose Fancy,
15 oz. tin
Tomato or Vegetable, 
10 oz. t i n .................
CAM PBELL'S SOUP




.......................2  for 79c
California
Solid Heads .  .  .  .
Crispy
Crunch .  . . .  .  .
V
Field Tomatoes 25c Oranges 
Lettuce S G! “  lb. 17c,  Apples
lbs.
Navel, 5 lb. 
cello bags,1 each
Long Crisp, 









Eraser Vale Frozen, , 
24 oz. package
Sunrye Clear, j
48 o z. tin .  .  . . .  .  .
a
Taste Tells Choice Assorted, 
15  o z. tin - -  „ -  -  .  .
Town House, Unsweetened, 
20 o z. tin .  _ .  .  -
Taste Tells,





I ! ' ■ ' I.
Shop for all your week-end 
bakery needs at the specid
. ' r- .'J . I f. ,".<.,rC '
display o f H o m e B a ke ry prp> 
ducts in. Safeway on . Friday 
afternoon and evenings and on 
Saturdays. T a s te th e  d iffe r; 
enefl when you huy if straight 
fro m ih e  evens.
RU B B ER M A T S
1 7  x  29
Assorted Colors
v
H i t n m i i m M V i l  S i  » V #  A 





D O G  and C A T  P E T  FO O D
‘ A f . J
15 o z. tin for
6 4 o z ..(  
jar „  "
Blue or W hite -  Special O ffe r
B R EEZE DETERGENT
Ring Size p i .  m  f  -. m  m  >■ •  .
G ia n fS ize
y i
> i
■ | • .1.  5 t.ij ■,̂
*' >  'j *
ij
'* M
Package \m , m., pv
’. " i ....H 'm V ,'i * i. i
* * s / 1
v« mwwm
■ ■ * ; ■ - vf ’f m/ M i ,  t * M r
S A FEW A Y  is open on Friday.nights till 9  p .m . 
J . for ypur conven^ehce. - .  /■, w ;
' V, ’
- »■. i.ii.'V
>"it . M ■ (I ** i .n V
V /
•«*
S P O R T IIG H T
N o t Neat, But Very N ifty  
Is Hockey. Club President
By GEORGB INGUS
(Canter a ttrii E fite)
' One of the greatest powers for good on the local sports 
scene fa one of its most unlikely looking characters, but what lie  
lacks in stature and appearance he makes up for in a tremendous 
sincerity and a wholesome attitude toward sport that .has few 
equals. . ^  *
. When Bob McKinstry, the ‘ Kelowna Packers* hockey re s i­
dent, decides he wants to do something about a sport—any sport 
—the giime b  bound to benefit by his attention. Regardless, of 
the condition of the sport, he will take it over and throw all his 
energies into making it well again. : r '■
To look at him, you would never associate him with sport 
He doesn’t pack a set of king-sized muscles,' or sport an over­
size bay window. He doesn’t bellow when he talks or stick out 
hb chin. He has the gift of true humility, ,
He’s an amiable sort of little fellow, comfortable as an old 
shoe to talk to, and giving the belying appearance of being a 
pushover. Crowd him, however, oij the subject of sport, step on 
hb toes where the game is concerned, and he b  a veritable cata­
mount of fire and fury. : . '  ,
He’s the kind of fellow that sportsmen and players instantly 
recognize as one of their kind. He has been a player, has given 
hb best, and has been a champion. He’s also one of those who 
feeb he owes the sport more than he can ever repay, even if .he 
works for the rest of hb life helping those who are coming of 
age in the sport he has aged in. • . . ,
He loves a trier, and hates a quitter. He feels that kids 
should, be given every chance to try their hand at sport, and 
encouraged to give the game at least as much as they take out of 
it. He’s the kind of fellow that builds young lads into useful 
citizens of thd. future.
Although hb playing days were mostly spent at the coast, 
he is known in the interior for hb untiring work in soccer and 
kids’ baseball. He gave up his active interest in soccer when he 
took over the presidency of the hopkey club.
Soccer’s loss was hockey’s gain.
SPURRED ’SPURS •
■1, i »
Soccer has been primarily his game, and it was his first job
in the Orchard City, When he came here from Penticton three
years ago, the game was having it tough here.
Soccer players in the town were fairly plentiful, but they
had no coach, and they were floundering around in their attempts
to get organized. When Bob volunteered to take ovet the job,
his offer was clutched at like a straw..
What he did with the club is history now. He assembled the
talent on hand, trained the boys who needed it, encouraged young
players to try out, and within a matter of months had a club so
good they went right through a season with ^nly one defeat in
league play. \
Working tirelessly, improving press and radio relations, he
helped rejuvenate the dying interest in soccer that at one time
burnt like a  hot flame in Kelowna. •.. r... v. , ^ '
A  man with an eye to the future, he joined with’elementary
school principal Claude Bissellin forming a, juvenile soccer body
in the city. He wanted to see the kids have somewhere to go in
the sport, he said, after, they finished elementary school, where
the sbdeet program fa introduced. v
Kids from every corner of the city flocked to the juvenile
program, and they show signs of being one,of the most successful
sports organizations in the city..




KAMLOOPS (CP) —.Kamloops. Hunchuk cot the Hirst goal at 
Chiefs downed Kelowna Packers the 27-second mark oI the first 
5-3 in an Okanagan Senior Hoc*when he took the puck.in his own 
key .League game before 2,900end, carried .down the left side 
tans here Tuesday night to move and blazed it p u t  Dave Gather- 
withi$ .one point of the ' lcagueum from about 20 feet out, using 
leaders. ‘ v • '  a winger fo draw the defence.
Chiefs were never in serious Sasakamoosc hit the short side 
trouble, outscoring Packers 4-1 a t 8:29 on a pass from Marquess 
in the first period andTsplittlng and at 13:36 Bill Warwick got his 
two goals with them’in the sec-first when he fired from, about 15 
ond. Kelowna scored another in feet out in front • . . •
the third. > Kelowna came back a t  16:28
Bill Warwick led the Chiefs when Middleton got behind the 
with a brace while singles went Kamloops defence, soloed in and 
to George Hunchuk,-Fred Sasaka-fired the puck through-Jim Shir- 
moose and Mark Marquess. Kel- ley’s leg pads; Marquess took a 
owna scorers were Jim-Middle-pass from BllKWarwick at 18:05 
ton, Ray Powell and Greg Jab-to»beat Gatherum with a waist- 
lonski. high shot. f
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
WED,, JAN. 15, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
S O U TH  O K A t ^ G A N  C H AM PS
, This rink of Kelowna women 
curlers triumphed over Ida' 
Topham’s Peachland rink in the 
finals at Penticton Sunday, giv­
ing them the right to represent
the South Okanagan zone at 
Kimberley Feb. 17-20; in the 
provincial finals. If they win 
there, they move to the domin­
ion finals in Calgary in .March.
Left to right, rear row, are: 
Skip Lesley Cmolik arid lead, 
Nellie Griffith. Front row, Joyce 
Underhill, second, and Muriel 
Willows, third.
(Courier Staff Photo)
Old Sweat" Scores Brace
By THE,CANADIAN PRESS | playing coach Don Raleigh, and
Hpckcy b  a newer affair with ‘‘Honest Bob,” since he didn’t 
have a real active interest in the game until he came to Penticton, 
the home of the world-famous Vees, but it is a burning passion 
with him now.
Maybe the rules of the game were new to him, but the 
conduct of the players, coaches and executive, whether in hockey, 
60cccr, baseball, or football, follows the same pattern; He knew 
the tune; and the words were easy to learn.
When he came to the Orchard City, he was an avid fan for 
the first two seasons, following every game at homeland often 
taking to the road. But hockey was sick here, and he was un 
happy about it. He may not have known a hockey'player from a 
pogo stick, but he knew a healthy club from, a sick one, and he 
knew some remedies. . , .
When he was asked to let his name stand for nomination 
to the executive of the hockey club, he hesitated, knowing he 
had only a  fan’s interest in the game, but his love of sport over 
came hb reluctance, and he accepted.
When the directors wanted to appoint him as president of 
the club, he' hesitated again, making no bones about the fact 
that he kfiew very little about the sport. But once again, he Was 
swayed by his obvious duty to the game, and he accepted.
H b  reluctanco ended there, however. Joining forces with 
cofch jrack d ’Reiliy and players* committee chairman Bob Gior- 
daiuyho went to work picking up the pieces it had taken nine 
..:vw ^io;frag6»cnt.
■ No lion at a board meeting, ho fa no pushover cither, ahd 
the kaguc executive have found him to be a firm and honest 
dealer in hb  tenure of office; An easy guy to persuade if reason 
. is qn the side of the persuader, he can be as adamant as an in 
surimce salesman if he feels an injustice is being perpetrated.
A  diplomat in hb  own rtglit, he has been forced to use 
all hb  charm at times when, some of hb lesser sports-minder 
directors have rushed in liki a bull in a china shop.
A rock wall in hb  convictions, he has made many a loud­
mouthed detractor of “hb club” back down by hb stern injunc 
tlort, “put your money where your mouth b.”
first cla^s. '
NOT WORLDLY WEALTH
' Not over-endowed with ihe goods of this world, he’s ono of 
ll̂ o richest men In town by virtue of . the high esteem he is held 
in by sportsmen and athletes' he has rubbed shoulders with, both 
hem and in other cities.
!> Always welcome in the dressing room, he's a far cry from 
sorne/of tjiie stiff-necked, whited sepulchres who hold down ex 
' ccittive position in sports organizations but fed they would con 
tract leprosy U they patted a  player on the back..
fcjfcta a physician by example, who has helped to heal tho 
festering sorts that have jgaUcd hockey fans in the Orchard City 
for Wtoe ycai» .1 • ;
: And to 15 hockey players, he's a real swell fellow.,
Winnipeg Warrlors, Prairie di­
vision leaders, had a harder time 
than they expected in their three- 
game Western Hockey League 
series with Saskatoon - St. Paul, 
losing Tuesday evening for the 
second time to the third - place 
Regals, 5-2. -
In the evening’s other WHL 
contest,1 Coast - division - leading 
Vancouver, Canucks took laurels 
in their first Prairie venture of 
the season by defeating Edmon­
ton Flyers 2-1.-
Both victories left the stand­
ings unchanged.
A crowd of almost 9,000, larg­
est of. the season, watched the 
Winnipeg game, dedicated tb the 
honor of Warrior captain Billy 
Mosienko who scored both home 
goals.
Les Colwill and Bob Kabel 
scored -two • each for, the Regals 
and Ray Ross scored a single. 
RALEIGH HELPS TWICE 
Poor finishes by Winnipeg for­
wards gave Colwill the only 
score of the first period, off a 
perfect goal-mouth pass from
Minor hocked statistics at the 
half way mark in the season 
show Kelowna’s Bob Gruber, to 
ae leading the pack in- thp> mid­
get-das?, with Sid Shusseli ttye 
top net-minder. , j  1 
Penticton’s L any Luhd is head 
ahd ishouldcrs above the juveniles, 
maintaining the , four-point-per- 
game average .he h6ld for last 
year’s play with the .midgets.
• - Kelowna's Dennis Casey tops 
the .juniors In pointe. -wlth- team­
mate Bob Jablonskl 'runner-up, 
four points behind. * " ,
Here1 are the statistics, up to 
the half-way mark:" “.......  •
a second in the middle frame 
with help from the same assist­
ant.
Mosienko scored his first on an 
intercepted clearing pass and 
Kabel, and Ross answered for the 
Regals, making it 4-1 at the end 
of the second. -
In the third frame the veteran 
Mosienko took a loose puck at 
the crease and flipped it > into the 
net fe r  a , rousing round of ap­
plause and the last Winnipeg 
score. Kabel added the fifth 
Regal marker with less than a 
minute to go.
• Phil Maloney and Jackie Mc­
Leod took honors for the Can­
ucks in their well-won victory 
over Edmonton, second - place 
team in the Prairie group.
, Dennis Olson scored the lone 
Flyers goal to put Edmonton 
ahead 1-0 at the end of the first 
period." - / .
I Maloney equalized , early in the 
second, period, and in the last 
minute of the frame McLeod 
scored the Vancouver winner. 
Flyer  ̂goalie Dennis / Riggin
was pulled in the last minute of 
play in an attempt to tie the 
score, but a, Canuck rearguard 
blocked a desperate shot with 
only seconds to go and the final 
frame remained scoreless.
Tonight’s schedule takes the 
Flyers to C a 1 g a ? y, cellar- 
dwellers in the Prairie division, 
while Seattle plays at Victoria on 
the Coast.
C a n a d i a n s  S u r g e
PENTICTON (CP) — Vernon Moro. Dlachuk broke away‘.and 
Canadians scored four unanswer-Ibeat Gordon with a shot that 
ed goals in, the third period last didn’t leave the ice, . to restore 
night to defeat Penticton V’s 6-4 the V’s two-goal lead at 13:35. 
in an Okanagan Senior Hockey Vernon dominated'play ln the 
League game before 1,075 fans, third frame as the V’s, playing 
Tom Stecyk, George Agar, Artwitjiout coach Bernie Bathgate 
bavison, Walt Trentini,, Frank and defenceman Kev fonway, 
King and Sherman Blair-scored faded badly. _ _  • , , .
the Vernon goals. L  E av^ ton a* a*_  .. . . »t ,16:50. King at 14:48 and Blair at
Penticton marksmen were Hal 18:15 sniped goals for.the visitors 
^ r a ia .A l  Lloyd, Bob Harper and without a rep^  from Penticton.
th ir*  * i . ,A' f «,» Shots on goal were evenly div-V s went ahead a t l .  40 of the ided with each club managing 34, 
first period when Tarala. beat First perio d -l. Penticton, Tar- 
Vernon goa tender Hal GordonLla (S1£ter) 1:40. Z  Penticton, 
with an angle shot from the l e f t d g;05, 3 Vernoa Stecyk 
boards after takmg Don Slater s U .g j  4 V Penticton, 'Harper 
pass. 1
Leftwinger A1 Lloyd made it
The second period was slower 
thau the first and no goals were , 
5cored until 8:35 when Powell 
angled in a pass from Mote Young 
as teammate Harry Smith step­
ped out of the pen&lty box.
Bill Warwick completed h b  
brace a t 17:34, going behind the 
Kelowna net and poking the puck 
around, the corner under Gath­
erum.
Halfway through the third per­
iod the game was held up when 
a  Kamloops fen started fighting 
with Mike Durban as Durban was 
skating off. The argument was 
broken up by spectators;
Jablonskl got the final goal ot 
the game at the 17-minute mark, 




fence: Smith, Cpburn, McCallum, 
Powell; for warms: Young, Roche, 
Swarbrick, Durban, Kaiser, Mid­
dleton, Jones, Jablonski, Voss.
1 Kamloops—goal: Shirley; de­
fence: . Sasakamoosc, Hunchuk, 
Kcmaghan; forwards: Dawes, D. 
Warwick, Milliard, Leopold, B. 
Warwick, Evans, Prince, Hryciuk, 
G. Warwick, Marquess, Cadman. 
SUMMARY 
First period
1. Kamloops, Hunchuk 0:27
2. Kamloops, Sasakamoosc (Mar­
quess, Kcrnaghan) 8:29
3. Kamloops, B. Warwick (Mar- 
• quess, Sasakamoose) 13:36
4. Kelowna, Middleton 16:28
5. Kamloops, Marquess (B. War­
wick, Sasakamoose) 18:05 • 
Penalties: Hunchuk 1:20, /Mc­
Callum 4:54.
Second period'
6. Kelowna, Powell (Young) 8:35
7. Kamloops, Bill Warwick (Mar­
quess, Sasakamoose) 17:34 
Penalties:. Smith 5:55, Jablonski
12:14.
Thir(d period’
8. Kelowna, Jablonski (Young, 
Jones) 17:00
Penalty: Kcrnaghan 9:43.
(Lloyd)) 18:21. Penalties: Agar 
iuouv “  2:58, Lowb 6:05,






Top 12 Gp G
Casey, Kel 4 
Jablonskl,'Kel 5 
Carswell, Vern 3 
Anderson, Vern 3 
Bancroft, Kel 4 
Blumenaucr, V 2 
Kownl, Vern 3 
Poggemiller, V 3 
Strothers, Vern 3 
Bulach, Kel 4 




Knbatoff, Kel \ 
Richardson, Pen
6 9 a: 17 4
6 12 8 11 2
6 0 5 11 12
6 6 2 8 4
5 0 2 8 0
5 , 3 5 8 6
5 4 4 8 12
6 ,3 4 7 0
4 2 5 7 0
4 1 6 7 2
GP Av. Tim
Top 10 G , A r t s  r im
Gruber, Kel 6 11 12-23 4 











Shusseli, Kel < 2 2,50
Campbell, Kel 4 3.25
Harder, Pen , 3 3,6(1
Beck,.Vern 5 5.00
Pushkarcnko, Sum ,4  0,50
JUVENILES
Top Seven Op  Nl A Pis Plm
Lund, Pen $ 14 ‘ 8 22 22











3 5 7 4.
3 5 7 4
4 2 6 17
3 3 6 4
1 3 4 0
Gp Av. Plm




2 KILLED IN COLLISION
MCADAM, N.n. (CP) — Two 
men were killed early Tuesday 
when tho CPRV crack Atlantic 
Limited collided with n truck nt 
a level crossing hi Prince Wil­
liam about 14 miles cast of this
A Pis Plm
8 6 14 2
.5 5 10 12
5 4 0 0
4 5 9 2
2 5 7 2
3 3 6 0
3 2 5 2
,3 , 1 , 4 0
3 1 4 0
3 1 4 12
2 2 4 14
1 3- - 4 4
Gp Av. Plm




- Okanagan Senior 
Vernon 6, Penticton 4. 
Kamloops 5, Kelowna 3.
Western International 
Rossland 6, Spokane,4. 
International
Indianapolis 1, Fort Wayne 1.
Saskatchewan Junior' 
Prince Albert 6, Melville 3. 
Estevan 3, Flin Flon 1.
Thunder Bay Junior 
Ft. Wm. Canadians 10, Ft. Wm 
Hurricanes 0.
QUEBEC LEAGUE , 
Chicoutimi 4, Montreal 5 
Quebec 0, Shawinigan Falls 8 
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Saskatoon-St. Paul 5, Winnipeg I 
Vancouver 2, Edmonton 1 
MARITIME SENIOR A 
Summerside 2, Charlottetown 7 
QUEBEC-NEW BRUNSWICK 
Amqui 2, Campbcllton 3 
ONTARIO EASTERN SENIOR A 
Pembroke 2, Belleville 5 
Kingston 6, Whitby 7 
. NOHA SENIOR A 
Chatham 2, Windsor 3
EASTERN LEAGUE 
New Haven 2, Washington 5 
Johnstown 3, Clinton 2 
Charlotte 3, Philadelphia 2 
STANDINGS 
Okanagan Senior '
W L T F  A Pt 
Kelpwna . 23 15 2 183 143 48 
Kamloops 233 15 1 180 183 47
Vernoft 19 20 1 171 193 39
Penticton 12 26 2 165 196 26
.Western International 
Spokane , 20,14 0 146 121 40
Rossland , 19 13 0 125 109 38 
Trail v , 14 18 0 122 135 28
Nelson * H ’19 0 115 143 22 
Coast Division (WHL) 
Vancouver 25 10 1 130 79 51
New Wcst’r  22 18 0 124 128 44
Seattle 18 18 3 125 120 39
Victoria 9 29 1 111 154 19
Prairie Division (WHL) 
Winnipeg 26 16 0 138 169 50 
monton 20 15 2 135'103,42 
Sna.-St. Pau l, 16 21 0 102 147 32 
Calgary ' 13 21 3 102 121’29
drive past Gordon from a scram­
ble. ‘ .
Veteran defenceman, Stecy] 
cut the margin to 2rl at 13:05 
when he fired a shoulder-high 
shot from well out that V’s net- 
minder, George Wood,'fanned on.
. Ha r pe r  converted U oyfc. re-i y^rnon, Biair (Agar, ^oro) 18:15,
Penalties: Davis6n, Peacosh 5:42, 
a 3-1 lead-afthe endrof-the-firSt King-g-os, B1air l2;53.*WaU13;0O.
frame. 1 °
In the second period, Agar scor­
ed for Vernon, at 12:13 after tak­
ing -a double relay from .Blair and
(Blair, Moro) 12:13; 6., Penticton, 
Diachuk (Taggart) 13:35. Penalty: 
McLeod 9:47,
Third period—7. Vernon, Davi­
son (Lowe, Trentini) 5:29; 8. Ver­
non, Trentini (Lebodia) 6:50; 9. 
Vernon, King. (Stecyk) 14:28; 10.
PU C K LO O P  
M EET IN G  T O N IG H T
The Kelowna Minor Hockey 
Association are holding their 
organizational meeting to set 
the date and lay plans for the 
annual jamboree, tonight at 
7:30.
All publib are invited to at­
tend this meeting, which will be 
held in the Memorial Room.
Warriors Only 
Two Points O ff
At lenst ono Packers fan will 
attend the Savage Cup finals 
whether tho Kelowna clilb make 
tho grade or not, courtesy tho 
editors of tho ' ‘Packers’ Review."
The editors of the club's hockey 
bdoklct have announced they in 
tend to draw three lucky numbers 
nt each' home -game, including 
plny-offs, and put them in a box, 
The lucky numbers nro found in 
tho booklets. , ,
At the last home gnmo'bcfero 
(ho end of tho OSHL finals, ,,n 
grand prize winner will be drawn 
from thc'pcr-gaitto winners, and 
the overall wiifpct' will bo shipped 
on an nlWxpcnsc four to tho Sav­
age Cup final, no matter who 
plnys in It. ’ '
Tho preliminary draws will bo 
made between tho second and 
third periods of each homo game, 
and tho final draw will bo made 
a t tho last -Jiomc game of tho 
season. ■■■■', 1 u
" SATELLITE IN 30 DAYS’- 
RALEIGH, N.C. <AP) — Mnj. 
Gibb.,'.Robert5, J,- Wood predicted 
here Monday night that "The 
armed forces will have a  satolllto 
Huv i — *...-|Up within, SO days." Gen, Wood Is
southern New Brunswick Com-ldepuly chief of Uio U.S, 'Army 
munlty, research am) development.
T U ES D A Y 'S  FIG H TS
Dy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Boston — Tommy Tibbs, 131, 
Boston, outpointed Willlo Pop, 
129%, Hartford, 10.
Sacramento, Calif,—Joey Lopea 
137, Sacramento, outpointed Jim 
Carter, 138, New York, 10.
Phoenix, Arlz.—Alfredy Zunny, 
194, Chihuahua, Mexico, knocked 
out Lajuln Burks, 202, Ailstin, 
Tex., 2. ■- 1 ■ 1 -
Stockton, Calif. — Jncklo Tril 
Inna, 123%, Philippines, out­
pointed Frankio Salas, 125, Stock 
ton, 10.
* I<ondon — Willlo Toweel, 135, 
South Africa, outpointed Orlando 
Zuluctn, 135. C’ubn, 10.
Ixmdon—Jimmy Nowmnn, 145% 
London, outfiolnted Boswell St 




Kelowna and Vernon juniors 
proved to be evenly matched last 
night when they wound up their 
regular league game in a fine 
frenzy and a tie score, 5-5.
The last seconds of the game 
were marked by-the second fight 
oh the night, this time between 
Bdb Jablonski of Kelowna and 
Ernie Poggemiller of Vernon. Re- 
force r-.id Gourlie stepped into ROSSLAND (CP) — Rossland 
the fig and received a cut over Warriors moved to within two 
his eye when he got in the way points of the leagqe-leading Spok- 
of one of Jnblonskl’s swings. ane Flyers when they overcame a 
In spite of the apparently acci- two-goal deficit to beat the Flyers 
dental nature of the incident, re- 6-4 in a Western International 
feree Gourlie suspended Jablon- Hockey League game last night, 
ski until the matter could be in- George Ferguson's goal a t 14:09 
vcstJgated. ' of the third period proved the
Joe Fisher paced the Kelowna winner. Other scorers for Ross- 
crew With a brace and Nick Bui- land were Plnoke, McIntyre, Yogi 
ach, Jablonski, and Dennis'Casey Kraiger, Steve Chomcy, Bud An- 
each added singletons. 1 Idrcws and Hal Jones.
Poggcmiller’s brace topped ,the Frank Kubasek led the Flyers 
Vernon effort, and Gary Ander-with a pair while singles-were 
son, Bill Palmer, and Tom Barr scored by Tic Beattie, and John 
each added one* IZahara. < ,
The clubs see-sawed throughout! The Warriors were down 2-0 In 
tho match, with neither ajble to the first, came back fn the sec- 
pick up-much/advantagedand it end to tie the sedrp 3-3 and then 
was a thrilling goal by PoggemiU- outscored the'Visitors 3-1 in the 
cr at 18:10 that tied the Vernon||taale.. 
club up, and the game ended th a tn  Only three minor penalties were 
way. lcaUed- Jrom  Hodges of Spokane
SUMMARY w|»jf 'oft for slashing when Per-
First period—1. Vernon, Andcr-lguaon" scored the wlnner. , 
son (Michnluk, Blumenaucr) 2:57; | VISIT TO CANADA 
2. Kelowna, Bulach (Tompkins, OTTAWA iCP) — Prince Sou 
Koenig) 14:57. Penalty,; Chisholm|vnnnn Phoumn, prime minister oi
. Laos, throe members of hb  cab 
Second period—3. Kctowna, Jab- | ne4 and lhoir  wives y/lll pay ar 
onBkl J  Casey) 4:36; 4, informal visit to Canada Jan. 16-
Palmed (Anderson, Kowal) 13:04;1 
5. Kelowna, Casey (Bancroft, Jab- 
lonski) 18:34; 6.* Poggemiller 
(Bnrr, Strother 19:50. Penalties,
Boyer 1:57, Koenig, Palmer 7:00,
Fisher, Chisholm 11:47.
Third period—7. Kelowna, Fish­
er (Koenig,v Bulach) 4:49;" 8. Ver­
non, Barr (Blumenaucr, Pogge: 
miller) 14:35; 9, Kcloywia, Fisher 
(Boyer, Bulach) 16:24; 10. Ver­
non, Poggemiller (Anderson, Yaw* 
ncy) 18:10. Penalties, Boyer 1:52,
Pyott 0:39, Boyer,/Palmer (ma* 
jor) 9:59, Fisher, Bprr 12:28, Jab­
lonski (major plus game mis­
conduct), Poggemiller '(major) 
no timo rccofdcd.
LETTER OF SYMPATHY
OTTAWA (CP) -P rim e  Min 
istcr DIefenbaker has sent tho 
prime "minister of Ceylon n letter 
expressing sympathy for tho tiff* 
faring und loss of life In severe 
floods there and offering 38,000 
tons of flour.
that there was1 anything Irregular 
or contrary, to the rules going 
on. However, In this case, there 
was nc reason to protest."
Another "tempest in a teapot,'* 
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Packers’ player committee 
chairman .Bob Giordano squashed 
the runior flying around that 
there is a possibility .of a protest 
against/Kamloops Chiefs use of 
George ■ Hunchuk in Saturday 
night’s game without a card.
In this case, he (Ken McKen­
zie) was not actually pulling a 
swifty. Hunchuk was cleared and 
in order, and bis card is in the 
hands 'of BCAHA registrar, Leo 
Atwell of Nelson," said Giordano.
Hockey fans, Including one 
radio columnist, have made con* 
siderabie mention of the Hun* 
chuk case, which presented un* 
usual aspects on the surface, re­
miniscent of last year’s Fred Sa­
sakamoose kerfuffle.
Hunchuk, who. played with the 
Gravelbourg Hornets in inter­
mediate hockey last year, .after 
several games with the profes­
sional Brandon Regals, came to 
the Chiefs this year, and played 
seven games after the dead-line 
date of Dec. lS.
He returned to Saskatchewan, 
avowedly with the intention of re­
turning to intermediate play, an 
mpossibillty .after having been 
registered in senior ’"A" comp­
any. McKenzie breathed fire, and 
the rumors were that he planned 
to suspend Hunchuk, but the ruf­
fled situation was smoothed over, 
and the burly defence man re­
turned to the fold.
On Saturday night, when the 
Packers’ exec asked to see Hun* 
ebuk’s ,card, McKenzie failed.to 
produefe it, and the "rumor flew 
around that the Packers would 
protest the game, but it was only 
rumor. ■ ■
"Protests are .something we 
don't care to become involved In," 
said Giordano, "but we would 
certainly lodge one if we felt
i \
NPpJ
W e l c o m e  b .c .f.g .a .
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Bloody Saga 
O f Robbers1 
Leader Ends
No Evidence Reds Lead 
In Missiles, Says
WASHINGTON (API—Defence farther oH. he said but he added
, 1 - y i '  —  1,1 II ,  » m m * * * -  
. itaflitA&uii'tttfMUAfMaMM IB
•1 >  aMraf^ttOWnDii— ■i—.i... .mi '»,' —. if-n -
' V  ̂ tiwiiltri XLIII U M A i l i M '■•  * ■■ I râ**'*'*̂  ̂*i-
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RUSSIAN BLUEPRINTS FO R  M A N N ED  ROCKET
TEHRAN. Iran (Reuters)—The 
bloody saga of Iranian bandit 
leader Dadshah ended Saturday 
in a hail of lead, police said.'
Gendarmerie chief Gen. Ali 
Gholl Golpira announced the gun- 
fight death of Dadshah, whose 
gang is accused of the amby 
killing of three Atnericapa'Kn re­
mote Iranian Baluchistan last 
March 24. One of the Americans, 
a woman, was kidnapped before 
being slain.
Dadshab, hunted for this crime 
and a series of other bloody out­
rages, was killed in a blazing, 24- 
hour battle with Iranian gen­
darmes, Golpira said.
FOUGHT NEAR HIDEOUT
The gendarmerie reported a 
radio message from police pursu­
ing Dashah said they had fought 
the gang near its hideout at Sefid- 
kouh Haftkohn in the Baluchistan 
desert. Dadshah, one of his broth
Secretary Neil McEiroy told Con­
gress today the U.S. hasn’t got 
positive evidence that Russia is 
ahead in long-range ballistic mis­
siles—but that it is acting on that 
basis.
Because time is critical, Mc­
Eiroy/ told the House of Repre­
sentatives armed service com 
migee, the defence department 
pushing ahead with the most 
promising weapons programs. He 
said it expects within the next 
18 months to begin producing the 
Polaris missile* a 1.500 - mile 
weapon capable of being fired 
from a submerged submarine'
McEiroy also said provision for 
a third launching base for Inter­
continental ballistic missiles is 
included in the new budget for 
the year beginning July 1. No 
location was given in the version 
of McElroy’s testimony made 
public*.
SWEEPING INQUIRY
, The secretary testified behind 
closed doors as the committee 
opened a sweeping investigation
that a combination of advanced 
bases and intermediate range 
missiles gives the United States 
"equivalent fire power—on the 
target,” and he said the 1.500- 
mile weapons might prove to be 
more accurate than the longer- 
range ones. '
Rumors that the Russians 
have launched a man-carrying 
rocket 186 miles into the sky 
and that he returned by para­
chute make timely this draw­
ing, left, taken from a book, 
“Journey Into Cosmos," pub­
lished in Moscow in 1955. The
numbered sections of the art 
ist’s “satellite” show <1> jet 
motor: <2> parachute for brak­
ing the descent: <3i extendable 
wings for planing in the earth’s 
atmosphere: 14» hermetically
sealed cabin for astronaut, 
made of transparent organic 
glass with the metal blinds to
save the occupant from being 
burned by the sun; (5) space 
for fuel tanks and oxidizer M>r 
for the jet engine for use in case 
increased flying speed becomes 
necessary. The chart, right, 
shows past ascents into and be­
yond the earth’s atmosphere.
Aaron Has Eyes 
On National's 
Batting Crown
Rebel Leader Castro 
Takes War To Havana
ers and two of his followers were 
known to have been killed, Gol­
pira added.
But Dadshah has been reported 
killed before.
Police in both Iran and neigh­
boring Pakistan have been con­
ducting an all-out search for him 
since the slaying of the American 
trio: Kevin Carroll, 37, a United 
States government technical aid 
official; his wife, Anita, the kid- 
rap  victim: and Brewster Wilson, 
another U.S. official.
McEiroy said that really far 
off programs, such as the missile 
to knock down enemy missiles 
and the development of an earth 
satellite for military purposes 
“are important and must be pur­
sued. but they must not distract 
from the speedy development of 
our other missile systems.”
ron^oV^lwaukee'Braves*Monday HAVANA, Cuba 'AP> -  Rcbellopinion the government is hoping 
trained his^20 - 15 vision on theileader Fidel Castro carried his Castro’s guerrillas will continue
1958 National Leaeue b a 11 i n e guerrilla war against the Cuban to swarm down from their moun- 1958 National League b a 11 i n g , government to the gates of the tain hideouts and concentrate
big sugar shipping port of Man- around Manzanillo since the army
zanillo Tuesday.
In a bold move, Castro sent
ers and runs-batted-in take care 
of themselves.
The easy-does-it slugger with , , . , ___ .___
the powerful wrists was voted }]eavdy:arm ed. paKjls awarmjag 
the l e a g u e ’s most valuablejd?wn fr°m fhls ^ deoat. m *ha 
player last season after winning j Sierra Maestra Mountains and 
the home run and RBI titles, Iseizedcoatro1 of stretches of high- 
with 44 and 132 respectively, and ways leading into the city
hitting 322. He won the batting 
crown in 1956 with an average of 
.328.
“ I’d settle for another year or 
six more like the last,” Aaron 
said. “But, I’d prefer to hit for a 
higher average.
"I didn’t concentrate on either 
homers or runs batted in last sea­
son. They just kind of took care 
of themselves. If I can hit more 
consistently there’s no r e a s o n  
why I can’t hit 30 or 35 homers 
and drive in 100 or more runs 
every year.
"If I can get a good start 
again like I did last season 
there’s ho reason why I can’t 
win the batting title, too. This is 
my first winter in Milwaukee and 
I ’m hoping it works out all right. 
Last year I loosened up around 
Mobile, Ala., where my home is, 
playing catch with my brother 
and it helped.”
STAN TO BEAT
Here’s how he rates the hitters 
he thinks could provide the big­
gest obstacles in his path to an­
other title:
Stan Musial. St. Louis Cardi­
nals; ‘’They always say he’s old, 
can’t have another good year. 
But, I don’t believe it. He’s the 
man to beat, as always.”
Bill Virdon, Pittsburgh Pirates: 
"He had his troubles last year, 
but he still looks like a good hit­
ter.”
Aaron a n d  teammates Red 
Schoendicnst and Frank Torre 
have to be considered, too— 
Schocndienst for his consistency, 
Torre for his ability to punch the 
ball.
Tense excitement gripped Man­
zanillo. Residents feared a major 
clash between Castro’s forces and 
Cuban army troops was immin­
ent.
Rebels stopped all automobiles, 
buses and trucks attempting to 
leave and enter Manzanillo, a 
city of 100,000 in the southwest­
ern corner of Oriente province. 
SEARCHED CARS
They searched all cars for 
prominent Cuban politicians or 
army officers whom Castro has 
marked for death as "enemies of 
the Cuban people."
Some prisoners were taken. 
Simultaneously rebel units at­
tacked passenger trains, held up 
buses bound for Havana or San 
tiago de Cuba, raided and burned 
rice mills and sugar cane fields.
Dispatches from Manzanillo 
said the roads in that area are 
practically dominated by Castro’s 
forces.
Cuban army headquarters In 
Oriente and Havana maintained 
silence on the developments. One 
government source expressed the
long has been awaiting a chance 
to destroy them in open battle. 
WHOLESALE SABOTAGE
Castro’s men embarked upon 
wholesale sabotage on the out­
skirts of Manzanillo, raiding rice 
supply centres and destroying 
hundreds of thousands of dollars 
worth of motorized equipment.
Rebels also attacked a rural 
guard post at Yara, 12 miles 
southeast of Manzanillo and tem­
porarily occupied the town.
At Campechuela, southwest of 
Manzanillo, another rebel group 
attacked, an army encampment 





ing against "scabs" and "moon 
lighters” stopped weekend work 
nt a new subdivision here.
Some 13 men working on houses 
In a 30-unit subdivision went 
home Saturday afternoon after 50 
members of the Vancouver Island 
Building Trades Council set up 
placard linos around the project.
“None of them showed up Sun­
day when we returned,” Jnmcs 
. Moffat, council president, said to­
day. "If there is any evidence of 
work going on next weekend, the 
placard lines will huve to bo con­
tinued."
Donald S. Bushell, council sec­
retary, Ritid un end to the week­
end work was nought because of 
t h e  unemployment situation, 
which saw almost 6,000 out of 
work in this nreu last week.
"If a man can’t make a living 
on n 40-hour week, he shouldn’t 
be in business,” he said.
Ho said moot of the "moon­
lighters'' were working for less 
thnh union rates and "soma are 
paid beioW the government min­
imum of $1.50 an hour, for trndcs- 
men,”
Vlptor Midglcy, carpenters rep­
resentative, said the weekend 
work wns n violation of the Hours 
of Work Ad and that the govern­
ment had refused to act despite 
complaints.
N Y  Joins Maine 
In N B A  Boycott
NEW YORK (AP> — Julius 
Helfand, chairman of the New 
York state athletic commission 
and president of the world pro­
fessional boxing championship 
committee, Monday refused to 
go along with changes in the wel­
terweight title tournament pro­
posed by the National Boxing As­
sociation.
Helfand said thu championship 
committee’s original six - man 
tournament will not be chnngcd 
"In any way ns a result of the 
proposed unilateral action by the 
NBA. No one will be- recognized 
ns the hew world welterweight 
champion until the tournament 
has been completed."
The committee had n a m e d  
Isaac Logart, Caspar Ortega, 
Vince Martinez, Gil Turner, Vir­
gil Akins and George Barnes to 
compete for the title, vacated by 
Curmcn Bnsillo.
Lognrt defeated O r t e g a  in 
Cleveland in December and Mar 
tinez meets Turner in Philadel­
phia Wednesday night in u 12 
round match. Akins, who knocked 
out Tony DeMarco in Boston be­
fore the tournament was set up, 
meets DeMarco in' n rematch 
Jan. 21, B a r n e s  has not re­
sponded to attempts to bring him 
to the United States from Aus­
tralia.
The NBA decided in Philadel­
phia Inst weekend to endorse , a 
fight between Logart and the 
Martinez - Turner winner ns the 
champion. It also accepted the 
resignation from NBA member­
ship of the Massachusetts com­
mission that had Insisted on rec­
ognition of tho original Akins-Dc- 




intended in the next few weeks to 
cover all aspcctS/Of U.S. defences 
and military operations.
On the isfeue of how the United 
States. stands by comparison to 
Russia in space-age weapons, Mc­
Eiroy was guardedly reassuring.
But he also said that the in­
termediate and intercontinental 
range ballistic missiles—those de­
signed to strike targets 1,500 and 
5,500 miles away—constitute a 
critical area.
It is because time is so im’- 
portant, McEiroy said, that the 
defence department decided to go 
ahead with production of two in­
termediate-range weapons, the 
army Jupiter and the air force 
Thor, although “neither has been 
completely tested.”
BETTER TO WAIT
Ideally, McEiroy said, it would 
have been better to wait until 
one was perfected.
The long-range missile is still
Autom ation N o
Problem For
. ■ * -  ■ '«■ ■
Nurserymen
MONTREAL (CP) — Wonder 
drugs' and automation applied to 
plant-growing haven’t caught on 
with Canadian nurserymen, a  re­
search authority said Monday.
Dr. SI H. Nelson, from the 
federal department of agrlcul- * 
ture’s experimental farm a t Ot­
tawa, said a method of keeping 
atmosphere around plants at al­
most 100 per cent humidity "is 
close to automation.”
He spoke at the opening session 
of the annual convention of the 
Canadian Association of Nursery­
men. About 175 delegates, mostly 
from British Columbia, Ontario 
and Quebec, are attending, ,, 
Regarding "mist propagation" 
Dr. Nelson said that by keeping 
air around cuttings at a high de- ' 
gree of humidity through elec­
trically operated water sprays, 
manual labor is cut down.
A wonder drug known as gib- 
bereilic acid had been tried on 
growing plants and had given 
them "terrific elongation." But , 
the drug, developed from a Jap­
anese rice disease, had not im­
proved plant quality.
N Most of the plant wonder drugs 
had not been found to have 
much commercial application in 
the business of growing trees and 
shrubs.
Gibberellic acid, however, had 
been found useful in overcoming 
the shock of transplanting.




OTTAWA (CP) — Delegates to 
the coming Liberal convention 
face a problem in fashion eti 
quette:
Can a Paul Martin man wear a 
Lester Pearson bow tie?
With a strong move afoot to get 
all Pearson supporters to arrive 
at tiie Coliseum Tuesday wear­
ing bow ties, a tide of resent­
ment is rising among backers of 
other leadership candidates ac­
customed to wearing bow ties 
They fear they will have to 
switch to the more common neck­
wear.
And the Pearson backer who 
has been tying four-in-hands most 
of his life is taking hasty lessons 
in the delicate art of bow-tying— 
although the simple clip-on type 
may be put on sale at the con­
vention.
But some delegates just aren’t 
playing;
As one Martin supporter put it 
I’ve been wearing bow ties for 
20 years and Mike Pearson Isn’t 
going to change that. Besides, all 
my ties are bows.”
Mr. Martin, who said he wears 
a bow tie occasionally but will be 
wearing conventional ties during 
the convention, stated his opinion 
a bit hentedly:
I don’t expect to be elected 
by a bow tie. I expect to be 
elected on other grounds."
VANCOUVER (CP) — The ap­
pointment of former Chief Justice 
Gordon Sloan as government ad­
visor on foresty matters was crit­
icized here by two CCF party 
members.
Malcolm Bruce of Stanley Park 
CCF Club said Sunday night the 
appointment was "a sham, a 
fraud, from beginning to end” 
and meant only “another drain 
on the taxpayer.”
Point Grey CCF Club member 
Cliff Greer said it was “a frantic 
effort to divert the public’s at­
tention from the government’s 
conduct in forestry matters.” 
Both men spoke at an open 
forum called to discuss the ap­
pointment.
In reply Bert Price, social cred­
it MLA for Vancouver-Burrard, 
told the forum the government 
was fortunate to obtain the ser­
vices of the former chief justice, 
whose knowledge of "forestry 'is 
second to none in the province.
He defended the fact that the 
new post was of an advisory na­
ture only.
When the government starts 
appointing people to all-powerful 




MOSCOW (AP) — "I think we 
will see what’s on the other side 
of the moon very soon," Profes­
sor G. A. Chebotarev of the Len­
ingrad Institute of TheoreticalnAs- 
tronomy said Tuesday.
This year will bring us closer 
to turning purely theoretical cal 
culations into reality," the profes 
sor added in an interview pub­
lished in the newspaper Soviet 
Russia.
He predicted that Russian scien­
tists will first send an unman­
ned rocket to the moon which 
would explode on* hitting the 
moon’s surface. He said this 
would provide valuable informa­
tion about the surface of the 
moon
This would be followed by a 
rocket that would shoot around 
both the earth and moon in a ci 
gar-shaped orbit and provide in-
A soldier with the heart of a 
Samaritan and the soul of a mis­
sionary is SP/3 Thomas T. Col­
lins from Troy, N.Y. On duty in 
Korea, Collins has founded his 
own unofficial orphanage in 
Seoul. Collins began the project 
with a biddy, Joseph R. Bacon, 
on seeing thhe plight of home­
less orphans, freezing and hun­
gry in the streets of Seoul. 
They rented a two-room private 
apartment, furnished it with
reed mats and installed a 
small gas stove for heat Warm 
quilts are the beds for those 
who seek shelter. Collins’ fam­
ily pitched in, sending clothing 
and other comforts. He makes 
no attemppt to keep the chil­
dren he helps. "They come tp 
get 'warm and to get some 
food,” he said. “When they find 





NEW YORK (AP)—Steels, air­
crafts, shipbuilding issues and 
airlines made good gains as the 
stock market moved ahead early 
Tuesday.
Gains of key stocks went from 
fractions to about 2 points.
Based on the rise in the AP 
average at noon, the quoted value 
of stocks listed on the New York 
Stock Exchange rose an esti­
mated $1,400,000,000.
The Associated Press average 
of 60 stocks was up $1.10 to 
$158.40 V ith the industrials up 
$1.80, the rails up 80 cents and 
the utilities up 30 cents.
Distillers-Seagrams, up led 
Canadian Gainers on the New
York exchange, with Aluminium 
Ltd. and Dome Mines rising Vs 
and Canadian Pacific and Inter­
national Nickel up Yi-
American s t o c k  exchange 
prices were higher. Gainers in­
cluded Pacific Petroleum and 
Bailey Selburn. Among other Ca 
nadian issues, Fargo Oil and 
Richwell climbed Y%. Preston East 
Dome rose 1-16 and Jupiter Oils 
lost 1-16.
U .S . Launches 
New Missile
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) 
The U.S. Air Force test-launched 
a Boeing Bomarc ramjet guided 
missle Tuesday.
The official air force announce 
ment gave no indication of the 
range or accuracy attained.
The 47-foot Bomarc, a super­
sonic ground-to-air missile soon 
to become operational with the 





LONDON (CP)—Britain’s trade 
union for newspaper men has 
come to the defence of one of its ’ 
more unruly members.
The executive of the National 
Union of Journalists Issued a 
statement Monday accusing two 
Sunday newspapers of distorting 
the views expressed by Malcolm 
Muggeridge in his Saturday Ev- 
ening Post article on the mon­
archy.
A similar complaint by Mug­
geridge will: be considered by the 
Press Council, the publishers’ un­
official watchdog on journalistic 
standards, at its next meeting 
Jan. 21.
The Muggeridge article In ques­
tion a p p e a r e d  in the United 
States m a g a z i n e  during the 
Queen's visit to North America 
last October.
The NUJ statement said the ar­
ticle, “however ill-timed and con­
troversial it may be considered," 
had been "distorted” in the ex­
cerpts appearing in The Sunday’ 
Express and The People. ’
Muggeridge, who lost his Jobs 
as a BBC television commenta­
tor and weekly columnist for The 
Sunday Dispatch as a result o! 
the controversy, is back in busi­
ness in both fields.
government, then you can look formation on the moon’s surface 
out for your democracy,” he said. I by television.
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U .S . Teeners 
Found A t Kobe
TOKYO (Reutovs )-Tw o Amer­
ican-teen - agers who ran away 
from home last Thursday to Join 
the Canadian nnvy were located 
Tuesday at Kobe, broke but still 
trying to find n ship to Canada. 
,NoH Znlonka, 16, and Thomas 
Swires, 15, the sons of two U.S, 
Air Force officers stationed at 
nearby, Yokotn, went to the home 
of an ' English businessman in 
Kobe.
The Japanese cook spotted 
Swires' identification card and 
told the businessman.
An ulr force spokesman said 
tho only.reason the boys gave for 
their escapade was that they 
wanted to Join the Canadian or 
Royal Nnvy.
vmv.
BUILT U N D ER  C O LO M B O  P LA N
J. M. Macdonncll, Canadian 
minister without portfolio, and 
Malayan assistant education 
minister Inche Mohammed 
Sldlk Bln Hnjl Abdul Hamid ore
engrossed In a model of the 
Singapore Polytechnic school, 
Since ̂  tho Colombo Plnn was 
stnrtcd in 1950, Canada has con 
trlbutcd over 1162,000,000.
R C A F, Arm y Plan 
Joint W est Exercise
OTTAWA (CP)—Members of 
the army mobile striking force 
ami the RCAF will take part. In 
n Joint exercise In Albelrta next 
month, the defence department 
announced Tuesday. The exercise, 
to, bo called Bulldog IV, will be 
conducted In the EdmontonAVnln- 
wrlghti area Feb. 10-15.
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. —by a hustling carrier-boy 
who makes It his business to 
speed delivery of today’s news 
to your home — on Ume, rain 
or shine. He alms to make 
his servlco please you!
of 1958
•  NOTHING E Q U A L S  
your daily newspaper for 
bringing you the FU LL 
STORY of all that happens 
here a t home and around 
the world! Each day, it 
enables you to “READ all 
about it” and SEE latest 
photos of top events and 
people In the news, a t the 
same time!
WHAT’S MOR^ it brings 
you last-m inute news of 
sports, fashions, business/ 
m a r k e t s ,  am u sem en ts , 
health, education, religion, 
and all the other important 
and interesting topics of 
today. As well as the finest 
newspaper features to in­
form and entertain every­
one in your home!
IF YOU are not taking 
this newspaper regularly, 
better hail the boy who 
serves your neighbors, or 
phone our office to start 
daily delivery a t once. It’s 
too exciting a newspaper, 
too great a  feature-treat, 
too h e lp fu l a  shopping  
guide, for your family to 
m iss read in g  i t  EACH 
DAY!
EVERY DAY YOU'LL FIND MORE TO READ AND
ENJOY IN
The Daily Courier
, • 1 ' , / ; - f f L .'Ii 1 ’ ' 1,
For dependable home delivery service tayour doorktep every afternoon 
Flione 4445, Circulation Department
25c per week, your, Carrier Iloy collects every two Weeks,
"The  Trend is to The Daffy Courier"
i 1
•V ■ ■ .
Courier W ant Ads Are Daily Workers - Phone 4445
Business Personal I Motels -  Hotels Lost And Found
REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Radios. Televisions, Electric 








Kelowna Auto Courts and Motels 






219 Bernard Ave. Phone 3105
129
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE 





Applicant please reply in own 
handwriting to H. S. H. Smith, 
President, 238 Bernard Avenue 
Kelowna, stating age, marital 
status, education, business ex­
perience and qualifications. Sal­







Completely furnished three room 
duplex units, all utilities, laundry 
facilities, 2 channel Television
138
LOST — REGISTERED English 
Setter, black and white, tatoo 
marks in ears. Lost in vicinity of 
KLO Rd. and Benvoulin Rd. Dec. 
20 Reward for information. 
Phone 7815. 117
Building Materials
BUYING LUMBER? BUY LOCAL 
for all your building needs, Lumb­
er, Sash, Plywood. Insulations, 
Cement, Bricks, Paints, Doors. 
Floorings. Buy Local — Buy at 
Wm. Haug and Son, 1335 Water 
St.. Phone 2066. S-W-tf
THE DAILY COURIER Q 
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RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished, 3-room 
individual cottages. Front and 
rear entrances. Private parking 
stalls. All utilities supplied. Low 
Weekly or monthly rates.
133
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing In Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLcnburn 1500. tf
Farm Produce
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO 
look after two small girls Mon­
day to Friday. After 4:30 p-m. 
Phone 6189. 118
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO 
live in and take full charge of a 
motherless home and four school 
8ge children, father away on 
construction job. Apply 2359 
Abbott St. For appointment 
phone 8919. . 117
FRANKLIN MOTEL
1630 Vernon Rd.
Cottage Housekeeping . Apart­
ments, tub baths, heat, lights, 
telephone. TV and laundry facili­
ties available. Week or Month. 
Winter rates.
tf
EFFICIENT YOUNG WOMAN 
to take charge confection counter 
at Paramount Theatre. Must be 
used to handling change. Theatre 
hours. 120
Position Wanted
HANLYMAN WANTS JOBS, car­
pentry repairs, painting, clean­
ing, etc. Call Gus, Phone 3355.
120
RELIABLE CARPENTER DE­
SIRES inside finishing, kitchen 
cabinets, remodeling and decor­
ating. Very moderate rates. 
Phone 7950. 117
Wanted To Rent
FOR HALF DAY ONLY, BOAT 
trailer-suitable for 18 ft. cruiser 
of 600 lbs. Mike Utley. Phone 
3541. 118
Property For Sale
THREE BERDOOM HOUSE 
Part basement, furnace, close to 
school and park. Phone 4688.
121
HOME WITH REVENUE, HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 
couple or man with family. 
Phone 3104.
IF YOU WANT FRESH EGGS 
Today's Eggs Delivered Today
FRESH EGG HOUSE
895 Waidlaw Avenue
Free delivery every afternoon 
except Sunday 
Phone 8720 or 4575
Fuel And Wood
K E N N A N  A P P E A L  "M U S T "  FO R  BRITISH
New American Approach 
To Peace Lauded In U.K.
By ED SIMON
Canadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON (CP)—A broadly in- 
independet approach to interna­
tional relations advanced by an 
American history professor has 
become required reading for all 
serious students of the issues di­
viding Russia and the West.
In a series of lectures broad 
cast by the BBC during the last 
two months. Dr. George Kennan 
made a wide-ranging appeal for 
a change in Western attitudes to­
ward the Soviet Union, drawing 
on 25 years’ experience as a 
United States diplomat.
Kennan. a leading authority on 
Russia, where he served as his 
countrys ambassador in 1952-53,
was making his s e c o n d  major PUrSUCd
pronouncement on Western cbld ** Western statesmen.
DANGER WITHIN
FIREPLACE WOOD—DRY Pear 
cut 18” lengths, burns clean, pro­
duces good heat $14 cord bn 
orchard. C. H. Taylor. Phone 
6600. 118
DRY BUSH WOOD — 2 CORD 
load $24.00; cord load 12.50. Im­
mediate delivery. Phone 2824.
122
GOOD FIR SAWDUST — IM- 
i ;  MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587. 
_  • tf
Property Wanted
PRIVATE BUYER WANTS TO 
purchase 3 bedroom bungalow. 
Occupancy Feb. 1. Has $2,500 
cash. Balance monthly payments. 
Rbply Box 3247 Courier. 118
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
STEADY, RELIABLE TENANTS 
—Couple with school age son need 
two bedroom home with furnace, 
near school. Phone 4133. , 119
For Rent
GLENWOOD 482—TWO BLOCKS 
from hospital. Nicely furnished, 
heated, housekeeping room, suit­
able two persons, no smokers or 
drinkers $35.00 month. Phone 
2559. 121
FURNISHED BRIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING room. Phone 8449. 
1151 St. Paul St. 121
WELCOME INN MOTEL-House- 
keeping cabins at low rates by 
day, week, month. Four Star 
Rating. 1824 Vernon Road. 120
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
138
$ 1,0 0 0  O F F  
19 5 7 Buick Sedan
Low Mileage 
Many Extras
* A fter 6 p.m.
PHONE 4405
116
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD, ANY 
length, $14 cord, delivered. Phone 
3850. 117
PRINTED PATTERN








1951̂  METEOR SEDAN—FULLY 
equipped, including automatic 
transmission, immaculate con­
dition. After 5 p.m. phone 2165.
121
BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR NEW 
or late model car see us about our 
low cost financing service avail­
able for either dealer or private 
sales. Carruthers and Meikle Ltd. 
364 Bernard Ave. 116
1949 CHEVROLET DELUXE two 
door sedan. Immaculate Condi 
tion, four new tubeless tires, fog 
lights, low mileage. Phone 3613.
119
COMFORTABLE BEDROOM IN 
private home, kitchen privileges 
optional. Phone 6893 or 6841.
118
1951 METEOR COUPE, FIVE 
passenger, equipped with radio, 
heater, 3 good tires, $500 cash. 
Phone 2125. '  -  124
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2 
and 3 room cottages, Weekly and 
monthly. Reasonable rates. Phone 
3910. 119
THE BERNARD LODGE — Bed­
rooms by day, week or month. 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phone 
2215. 119
BEDROOM IN PRIVATE HOME 
$20 a month. Phone 2480. 121
Board And Room
. THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 .‘Bernard Ave. Phone 349t. 
V ’ 133
BIRCH AVE. 544 -  PRIVATE 
bedrooms, .3 homestyle meals 
dally, or lunches packed, parking 
apace. $70 month up. Phone 7985.
117
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 




Kelowna product. Machine and 
Hand Laundry. Household and 
Commercial use. Jake .Reimer, 
phone 3408 or 3056. 140
DAVENPORT, ANNEX GAR­
BAGE burner, ladles bicycle. Ap­
ply 922 Coronation Ave. upstairs 
Phone 4607. 120
CHESTERFIELD, BROWN, with 
floral slipcovers, good condition 
$50; heater floor board. 24x24 
inches only $1,80. Phone 7458,
118
ROWCUFFE. 562 -  ROOM AND 
Board, private homo with homo 
privileges, use of piano, etc. Em­
ployed woman preferred. $60 
month. Phone 7590. 120
WANTED TO BUY TOULOUSE 
Geese and Ganders. Wm. H 
Hewlett, R.R. No. l, Wcstbank
116
Business Opportunities
BUTCHER BUSINESS WANTED 
anywhere In the valley. Will pur­
chase full business outright or 
consider half Interest. Address 
replies to P.O. Box 50, Peach 
land, B.C. ‘ 117
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR- SANDING MACHINES* 
und Polishers. Now nvhiloblq for 
tent hi Kelowna, B and B Paint 
Spot Ltd, For details phone 3036, 
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Use a 100-lb. feedbag or color 
ful remnants—make this apron 
to keep you pretty on kitchen 
duty! See diagram—easy with 
our Printed Pattern!
Printed Pattern 9201: Misses' 
Sizes Small (10, 12); Medium 
(14,16); Large (18, 20). All 
given sizes take 100-lb. feedbag 
or V/4 yards 39-inch fabric.
Printed directions on each 
pattern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE. NUMBER, 
ADDRESS. STYLE NUMBER.
Send y6ur order to MARIAN 
MARTIN c-o The Kelowna Cour­
ier Pattern Dept., 60 Front St. 
West, Toronto.
MRS. CHAMBERLAIN HURT
LONDON (AP) — Mrs. Neville 
Chamberlain, 74, widow of the 
former p r i m e  minister, was 
knocked down nn d severely in 
jured Tuesday by a motorcycle 
in Victoria Street, half a mile 
from Buckingham Palace. She 
was taken to hospital with a sus­
pected hip fracture.
Property For Sale
REAL ESTATE 7-  FOR SALE EXCLUSIVELY





; Minimum 10 words.
1 Insertion ------— per word
3 consecutive
Insertions -------per word 2 yAi
8 consecutive Insertions 
or more _ ____ - per word 2#
Classified Display
One Insertion------ „„„..fl.l2 Inch
t  consecutive
Insertions'..—.-----—  1.93 Inch
8 consecutive insertions 
or more —....- ..... —  JB3 Inch; ‘J ' : -| ■ |
i. #■ 1 •' Classified Cards ■
8 count lines dally 900 month 
Dally, tor 0 months ... 850 morith 
Each additional tine „ 200 month 
One inch dally —  17J50 month 
Oh* inch
^  times Wftsk —— 1000 month
This 8 year old home is In superb condition located In good 
residential area close to city centre. New F.A. oil furnace in full 
basement. Large Hvlngroom with open fireplace, dining area, good 
size kitchen with nook, hardwood floors and newly decorated. 
See this lovely family home today with
EDITOR’S NOTE: Alter an 
assignment of (wo years in 
Peiping, David Chlpp, Reuters 
special correspondent, is pro­
ceeding on home leave. In the 
following article he sums up 
his impressions.)
By DAVID CIIIPP
PEIPING (Reuters)—Mao Tse 
tung. Communist Chinese chair­
man, and his close associates re­
main, in the opinion of most 
Westerners in Peiping, as gen­
uinely united now as they were 
in the days when they planned 
the eventual conquest of China 
from the caves of Ycnan.
All signs—and these have been 
reinforced by personal observa­
tion and information — are that 
the C h i n e s e  leaders form a 
united group of real comrades in j war strategy 
the non - Marxist sense of the IMPACT FELT
w°Ed- , The first led to the containment
The Chinese party has emerged 
unscathed and probably strength­
ened by the troubles that have 
beset the Communist world since 
the denunciation of Stalin at the 
Soviet 20th party congress two 
years ago.
Ideologically, the Chinese party 
has grown in importance, and 
many believe that there have 
been signs that the fountainhead 
of Communist wisdom is moving 
east.
The Chinese did not join in the 
wild denigration of Stalin, and 
though they admitted his faults, 
said these were outweighed by 
his virtues.
Last February. Mao made his 
now-famous speech when he ad­
mitted that contradictions could, 
and did,' exist between the gov­
ernment and the people, even in 
Communist country.
TIES WITH RUSSIA 
At no time did Mao or any 
other Communist renounce their 
ultimate objective, or say that 
there would be any relaxation of 
the complete dictatorship over 
the forces opposed to commu­
nism;
China’s whole foreign policy 
and almost its very existence is 
based on close ties with the Sov­
iet Union, and on a strong and 
undivided Communist bloc.
A weakened Russia or divided 
bloc would mean a less - strong 
China.
There are no signs of anything 
but the closest co-operation and 
friendship between the two Com­
munist giants, and visual ev­
idence denies* those who believe 
that the Chinese dislike the Rus­
sians as a people.
The unique dual position which 
China holds as a senior partner 
in the Communist bloc, and as a 
formidable contender f o r  the 
leadership of Asia, seems to en­
sure it of growing importance in 
world affairs in spite of (or some 
think partly because of) its con­
tinued exclusion from the United 
Nations.
Since t h e  Bandung conference 
nearly three years ago, much of 
China’s diplomacy has been di 
rected toward strengthening its 
position on the Asian continent, 
and reassuring other Asians that 
its intentions are p a c i f i c  and 
friendly.
REMARKABLE SUCCESSES 
The Chinese have had remark­
able diplomatic successes in the 
Middle East, where, since Band­
ung, they have achieved recogni­
tion by four states.
Now the efforts of their dip­
lomacy and propaganda seem to 
be turned toward black Africa, 
and—to a lesser extent — Latin 
America.
At home, economic difficulties 
and last year’s ripples of polit­
ical unrest have failed to weaken 
the control which the Communist 
government maintains over 650,- 
000,000 persons’—n quarter of the 
world’s population.
This control, maintained by n 
two - way grapevine or channel 
of information, distributes prop­
aganda from the c e n t r e  and 
brings back intelligence from the 
remotest area.
After two years of reporting 
the Chinese scene this all - cm 
bracing apparatus of control re­
mains tho most enduring nnd 
vivid impression of the impact of 
communism.
Its outward signs are the aston­
ishing discipline, clennlincss nnd 
order—unknown in other parts of 
Asia t- which prevail uniformly 
throughout the lnnd, ■
SEVERE PENALTIES 
They nro ensured by fear of 
severe penalties for brenklnif the 
law or opposing the government, 
nnd through qpoup training In 
clnsses,* co-operatives, workshops 
or the- street—groups Into which 
all Chinese arc organized.
Through these groups individ­
uality of tiibught and action can 
be abolished nnd the government
policy of the early post-war years not at any time since 1945 con*
when communism was exploiting 
wartime gains in Europe and 
Asia.
At that time, he was one of 
the key officials in the U.S. state 
department. Today, approaching 
his 54th birthday, he is a profes­
sor at Princeton University’s 
school of advanced studies, with 
no direct influence on his govern­
ment’s policies. But recent pro­
nouncements by spokesmen for 
the Western powers reflect the 
impact of his recommendations.
Most of his ideas, taken by 
themselves, are not * new. But 
seen as a whole, they represent 
a revolutionary way of thinking 
that runs counter to some of the
templatcd military action against 
the West. While he docs not ig­
nore the danger of Communist 
expansion by other methods, he 
feels the Russians have no pres­
ent interest In increasing their 
territorial boundaries.
He favors retention of the nuc­
lear deterrent as a safeguard 
against any change in this policy. 
But he vehemently opposes fur­
ther efforts to increase its de­
structive power or to push its 
launching sites closer to Soviet 
territory.
The b o m b ,  he argues, is al 
ready lethal enough to abhieve its 
purpose. Continuing prooccupa 
with
crossroads In a Europe where the 
old values had lost their'rele­
vance . . .
‘It was our hope that this al­
ternative could be made so pat­
ently worthy and inspring in it­
self and so wholly without men­
ace to anyone anywhere that peo­
ples could safely repair to it with­
out raising military issues, with­
out raising questions of great 
power prestige.”
WATCH FLANK 
The Communist danger was to 
be fought principally by reviving 
economic activity, by restoring 
the self - confidence of European 
peoples and by helping them find 
positive goals for the future. 
Kennan doubts the feasibility oftion  an arms race would .......... ..
distract the West from | settling European political prob- 
fightin0 communism in its most nems until relationships have been 
threatening form as an internalUtablized in the fringe areas of 
. . problem of western society. Asia and Africa. The Russians
His starting point is the firm NUCLEAR BAN
belief that the Soviet Union has
By NORMAN WALKER
WASHINGTON (AP) — Work­
ers in increasing numbers are 
being laid off their jobs across 
the United States. Many others 
arc working only part-time with 
c o n s e q u e n t l y  reduced pay 
cheques.
A government report due next 
week is expected to show unem­
ployment for D e c e m b e r  was 
somewhere between 3,500,000 and 
4,000,000.
The official count was 3,188,000 
in November, a third higher than 
the 2,463,000 in November 1956, 
and the highest November jobless 
figure since 1949,
Practically every sign points to 
the job situation getting worse 
before it improves. Figures for 
production, income, profits and 
other economic indicators all 
have been declining.
MID-YEAR PICKUP 
On the hopeful side are the 
cautiously optimistic predictions 
of government and business lead­
ers that conditions may taper off 
in the spring and begin picking 
up again at. mid-year. *
Some hopes are based on 
increased government spending 
giving the economy a shot in the 
arm; others on gains in construc­
tion and other outdoor work when 
the weather warms up.
Benefits paid under the federal- 
state unemployment compensa­
tion system are helping tide over 
idle workers and cushion loss of 
buying power. Christmas buying, 
for example, stayed up well de 
spite the jobless gain.
The'states have a pool of nearly 
$9,000,000,000 to pay jobless bene 
fits. There is an extra $200,000, 
000 fund to help out any state 
that runs short. Benefits average 
$29 weekly, ranging from $25 to 
$45 andrin some instances higher 
But idle workers forfeit rights to 
benefits after a specified period, 
usually 23 weeks.
MOUNTING FAST 
Some industries — principally 
steel, aUtos, electrical and glass 
—have supplemental unemploy­
ment benefit plans which' aug­
ment these government jobless 
payments.
An Associated Press survey of 
key labor market and production 
areas shows that unemployment 
is mounting fast.
About six per cent of New 
York state’s 6,000,000 workers arc 
idle. The same proportion holds 
true for Pittsburgh. Around De­
troit it’s 8.8 per cent, around 
Seattle 10 per cent.
Tho government classifies an
are seen as unlikely to agree to 
Kennan considers the problem terms in Europe as long as thev 
of disarmament secondary to set-believe they have a chance of 
tlcmcnt of the political issues turning the Western flank else- 
sowing distrust between East and where.
West. An all-out arms build - up Here, again, he feels the West 
merely intensifies the tensions is on the wrong track. Its states- 
that make such a settlement im- men should concern themselves 
possible. with improvement of their own
Here Kennan comes to one of relations with the emerging na- 
his most controversial proposals tions of Asia and Africa rather 
—acceptance of the Russian bid than attempt to exclude Russia 
for a demilitarized zone in Cent- from the area entirely.
ral Europe. SOVIET RIGHTS
His arguments m favor of ban- lt should ^  rccogniz<;d that
area with six per cent or more ninf  nuclear weapons from both Russia has a legitimate interest, 
unemployed as "distressed"—or sections of Germany and Russia s particuiarly in the Middle East, 
in serious economic shape. When satellites in Eastern Europe are in contributing to the economic 
and if countrywide unemployment based on practical considerations, 0f the area
tops 4,000,000 the United S ta tes10 U?e first place, the Western He argues further that the West 
as a whole will be in the “dis- position m Berlin is dangerouslyunderestimates thc abjijty of the 
tressed” category, affecting six vulnerable. leaders of the new Afro - Asian
per cent of the 68,000,000-person MORE TO GAIN countries to sec through thc Rus-
labor force. | Despite the necessity of Ger- sians’ long - term ambitions. If
man withdrawal from the North the West is content to leave them 
U.S. JOBLESS INCREASE | Atlantic alliance under the agree-1 to themselves rather than resort
Unemployment
Big ncrease
WASHINGTON (AP) _ Their10111’ su£gests that the West to high-pressure tactics, they are
government r e p o r t e d  Tuesday h.as more to gain than the Rus* capable of protecting themselves, 
that unemDlovment increased bvP1 , __ Kennan says the W e s t  must
186,000 in the United States la s tL ^ ® 1®/1̂  and firmly with the
month while the number of E . Germany and the satel- variety of frustrations, prejudices 
workers with jobs declined by r  eS mevRably w°)dd result in and residual bitterness of the co-
iSSSFS* 2JS* b ial e,rathan he Communists 
employment boosted the j o b l e s s ? - re explo^ ng L° tVr,n the new na figure to 5 2 ner cent of the labor r “at ^  unified Germany would re- tions against the West.
f o r ^ S e  Wehest lL e l in three turn to her old a^ ressive ways BLACKMAIL
years and thfw ghest 'D eceSSr “  freod control of her He is particularly critical of th£years ana tnejughest December|S d World War conquerors United States government for giv
would be decisively checked by U g  these states the false impres. 






can spread its policies and dc 
crces to every corner of the 
lnnd, In return it receives pre­
cise Intelligence as to what per­
sons or groups are thinking.
One impression of the Inst year 
is that though the physical hold 
of the Communists hns remained 
strong, the spiritual claims of 
communism arc b e c o m i n g  
weaker.
There arc more signs now that 
people are beginning to Judge 
the regime by its achievements 
and aye less engcr to ‘ volunteer" 
to , cut their rations or to sell 
more grain to the state.
To counter this Communist 
leaders nro stressing "the unity 
of all patriotic Chinese" and arc 
stepping up the political educa­
tion of nil classes and groups so 




All your favorite fruits to cm 
broidcr on kitchen towels! Fast, 
easy stltchcry too—they’ll be 
finished in no time.
Jiffy motifs arc such fun, so 
gay 1 They add color, beauty to 
n kitchen. Pattern 774: transfer 
6 motifs 4V£xfl>A inches.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
in coins (stamps cannot be ac 
ccptcd) for this pattern to 
Lnurn Wheeler, Nccdlccrnft 
Dept., Kelowna Courier Pattern 
Dept., 60 Front St. W., Toronto. 
Prlnto plainly PATTERN NUM 
BER, your NAME and AD­
DRESS.
As a bonus, TWO complcto 
patterns arc printed right in 
our LAURA WHEELER Needle- 
craft Book, Dozens of other de­
signs you'll want to order—easy 
fascinating handwork for your­
self, your home, gifts, bazaar 
items. Send 25 cents for Vour 







A local club requires a caretaker and caterer. Man 
and wife prclcrrcd. Duties would consist of carrying ojtit 
tho general operation of a clubhouse, including bar and 
catering services
Apply in writing before January  24 w ith outline 
of qualifications nnd when available.
ROX 3218 KELOWNA COURIER
■ 1  ■
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Notice To Taxpayers o f  Kelowna
On nil payments of current taxes made between January 
1st, 1958, nnd August 30th, 1958, interest nt tho rate of 4% 
per annum will lie allowed from the date of payment to 
October 20th, 1958, For example, a payment of $100.00 jpado 
January 2nd, 1958, will earn $3,19. Thc 1958 mill rate has not 
been struck. Therefore payments nro ncccptcd on account 
nnd may not exceed the amount of the 1957 taxes on tho 
property concerned.
If n taxpayer finds i t , Inconvenient to pay his taxes In one 
amount, advantage can be taken of the "Payment By Install­
ment" plan, whereby taxes can bo paid in installments of not 
less than $5.00, This ensblos taxpayers to budget tliclr taxes 
if they so desire. 4 ^  Interest will be nllowed from date of 
payment on any Installment payments made on or before 
August 30tli, 1958. t
D. B. HERBERT, Collector. ,
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OP KELQWNA
, .  . .. .sion that the West would be the
would be among the first to suffer chief loser if they fell under Corn- 
nuclear devastation. munist domination. The frequent
Kennan offers no easy road to reply has been to extort assist- 
a settlement of political prob- ance from the U.S. with the threat 
lems. He gives a detailed char-of turning to Russia if it is re- 
acter analysis of the Soviet lead- fused.
ers underlining the difficulty of Although Kennan docs not con- 
such negotiations. demn the principle of economic
HABIT OF MIND aid, he feels it can do more harm
He sees them as deluded by than good if offered under tho 
their own ideology to the extent wrong psychological conditions, 
that they are incapable of judg- It should not be taken as sclf- 
ing Western motives except in perpetuating, as a  confession of 
the textbook terms of Marx and weakness or as evidence of some 
Lenin. kind of guilt on the part of the
They are men who can be di- donor. Any aid to an underde- 
rectly influenced by situations veloped country should be ac- 
but not by words expressed in companied by assurances from 
any terminology other than their the recipient government that its 
own. What we are confronted purpose is hot misinterpreted to 
with here is not just misunder-the people, 
standing, not just honest error, BAR BIG POWERS 
but a habit of the mind." Kennan . also contests the fre-
For this reason, Kennan does quently held belief that any out- 
not share the faith of many Eu- break of hosltilities in the Middle 
ropean and American intellec-East creates an automatic dan- 
tuals in the value of summit con- ger of world war, that "peace is 
ferences. indivisible."
“However one strives to dls- Granting that It is everyone's 
claim the intention, meetings at Interest to keep the peace wherc- 
the summit will never fail to sug- ever possible, the prime danger 
gest to the public mind the pos- In the Middle East Is the entry of 
sibility of early global solutions-- the great powers into a local war.
sweeping and spectacular solu- He urges that their troops bo
tions—to outstanding problems, barred from the arch, even under 
“But it is precisely this possl-a United Nations flag, 
bility of such solutions that is Kennan u r g e s  thc Wcstom 
ruled out by whnt we know of powers to put their own house In 
the condition of mind of the Sov- order. They should lessen their 
ict leaders." dependence on Middle Eastern
SECRET DIPLOMACY oil, even at the expense of sncrl-
He suggests rather a return to flees nt home. They should har- 
trnditlonal methods of diplomacy monize economic r e l a t i o n *  
bilateral talks, remote from ships among themselves, 
thc glare of publicity, dealing LESS BARRIERS 
with Individual problems piece- Specifically, he secs a need for 
meal rather than attempting an Brltnin, Canada and thc United 
over-all settlement on a package- States to break down the pound- 
deni b a s i s .  Summit meetings d°Har barrier and to establish 
should be reserved for formal ap* common policies In areas where 
proval of agreements reached in their Responsibilities arc common, 
these negotiations. Finally, ho calls for Western
One of the architects of the countries to nttnek their domes-'. 
NATO alliance, Kennan deplores tic problems with courage and 
Its use ns n collective bargaining confidence and to meet the Soviet 
ngoncy for tho West ns well ns chnllcnge with an equally Intc- 
lts preoccupation with military grated philosophy of action, 
problems. Rather, NATO should "If it is rcnlly a new wind that 
get back to the basic alms of its needs to blow through our lives 
founders: to enable us to meet successfully
We saw n new ordering o( In-1 thc scorn and hostility brought to 
tcrnationnl relations generally In us by world communism, then lot 
thc Atlantic and European areas, us open our windows to it and let 
designed to provide an nltcrnn* us brace ouniolvcs for the buf- 














It unable to contact a doctor 
Dial 2728
DRUG STORES OPEN
Sundays, Holidays end 
Wednesdays 
2 pjn. to B;20 pan,
OBOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 
Canadian end American 
, Custom*
4 „ 24-hour service.
R O O M  A N D  B O AR D  B Y  G EN E AH ER N
JOVE, PiNCf,
x w m h
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TO /.\AKE A 
PLACE FOR 
THEM?
f  LI5'W.;;M FtflhSElWrOR 15 AlWS 
AS am>W  AS A TEENAGER'S 
JAlOPYI...THERE AWT ENOUSH 
ROOM TO SQUEEZE IN A SOPA 
STRAW, EVEN IT I RATTENED ri/ 
50 JUST KEEP TOUR 0V5TER5 ’ 








W O R TH  $ 18 ,0 0 0  -  OR M A Y B E  $5 .00
Experts disagree on the val- 
« of th ‘ "
WED.. JAN. IS. 1&8 THE DAILY COURIER• 1  . ...
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 
(Top Accord-Holder In Masters’ 
Indiridoal C kam pioaxhipflay)
South dealer. ’
East-West vulnerable. ' .’ . 
NORTH .
♦  7 63  
'■ I Q *
♦  K 108 3
♦  K Q « 4  
E A «
l. A K » 4  
W J T 5 2
. WEST 
4 Q  J1 0 3  
9 K 4 t t *
ue  t is violin owned toy the , 
Minnett family of Burlington, 
Ont. One appraiser said was 
a Strodlvarious and worth 
180,000; but %  second expert
valued it at $5. So Carl, Mrs. 
Cassandra and. David Minnett 
are keeping the violin until 
someone shows up with $180,- 
OOO.The instrument was brought 
to Canada by their grandfather.
M O V IE , C O LU M N
German
♦  9 4 *  * . ' 4 7 8
* A *  *109 7 5
SOUTH
*  A 8 5
WA108
♦  AQ J 5
. f  J M
, The bidding:
South West North East 
INT* Pass .8 NT Pass
Opening leadr-queen of spades.
Dummy play Is a step-by-step 
proposition. Although declarer is 
well advised to form a prelimi­
nary plan of play once dummy 
appears, he-should also keep an 
ien r.iipd and be prepared to 
lange his original view as play 
progresses and the p l c t u r  
changes.
.We have an illustration in to­
day's hand of the type of think­
ing declarer should follow in his 
effort to make, nine tricks.
The queen of spades is openec 
and East signals with the nine. 
It is best for South to duck the 
spade, first, to hamper communJ-
By BOB THOMAS \
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — The Ger­
man film industry’s latest con­
tribution to Hollywood is a Swiss 
cupcake named Lilo (or Lisa) 
Pulver.
Pulver translates as powder, 
and she is indeed an explosive 
doll. As to her first name, there 
is some confusion. Universal-In­
ternational, which is starring her 
In A Time To Love And a  Time 
To Die, gave her the Lisa. She’s 
trying to get it back to Lilo.




pers again may be invading the 
Prairies, which have been rela­
tively free from this crop hazard 
Since 1950.
Western grain crops'have been 
relatively free from the pest for 
the last seven years, largely be­
cause of good weather conditions. 
But a report presented to a field 
husbandly seminar at the: Univer­
sity of Saskatchewan recently 
noted g r o w i n g  infestations of 
grasshopper eggs.
L. G. Putnam, a ' federal en- 
temologist, warned that more
cation In spades between the de­
fenders. and second, because 
there is no suit West can shift to 
which will be harmful.
.West continues with the deuce 
oLspades. East playing the king. 
Should this trick be taken? Yes. 
>artly because it is pretty clear 
yy now the adverse spades were 
divided 4-3. but chiefly for a  more 
important rdasap. lfm ay  pop into 
East’s mind to abondon the spade 
suit for the nonce land shift to a 
heart. If this happens. it, will be 
compulsory to duck the' heart, 
whereupon West may win and 
resume the spade attack, which 
will lead to defeat if West also 
has'tbe ace of clubs. , 
go the king of spades is won 
and a low club is led. West ducks 
and the queen wins. Now comes 
another' crucial play. If a low 
club is led to the jack, the con­
tract is defeated. South winds up 
with only eight tricks.
The d u b  lead should. Instead 
come fr9ih declarer’s hand. South 
.crosses to his hand with a dia­
mond and leads another low club. 
As if-'happens, West plays tne 
ace. He takes his spades but de­
clarer winds up with four dia­
monds, three clubs, and two aces.
The clubs are played in this 
manner to provide the maximum 
chance of obtaining three club 
tricky. If the suit breaks 3-3, any 
method of play will produce three 
tricks,, but South should also pro­
vide for the chse where a 4-2 
break can be overcome, that is, 
where West was dealt A-x of 
clubs.
DAILY CRO SSW O RD
ACROSS 
1. Head cookLilo and Usclotte,” she explained “It. would be ridiculous for me 
M b e  bwwii by three different 9-Kind of oU
NATURAL BEAUTY l0’
Lisa is- 28, with a ready laugh J j f  8 
and natural beauty that requires ,« 
no makeup. She looks slender, ’ wjnd 
Hit she proves she has curvesU3 1^ 3̂ . 
when she dons a bathing suit, , as I ’ worthy 
was inevitable when she came to ,4 y, debt 
Hollywood. 15; Troubles
Her explosive qualities were hg# Toward 
evident when she discussed G er-17. Flags '  
man film \ actors. She started 19. Distant 
by talking about American men. 20, Bend the 
“ I have never seen so many head 
beautiful men,” she said. “Every- 21. Large piece 
where I go, I se them. They are (colloq.) 
so handsome and so muscular. 22. Hurl 
They are shaped like this (indl- 25. Skin tumors 
eating a V) instead of this, as in 26, Moccasin- 
Germany (an upside-down V). 'like shoes
The studios look hard for hand-27. Friend 
some men in Germany. If they 28. Sash (Jap) 
are good-looking, they may be too 29. Queen 
short If they are tall, they may Victoria’s 
have plain faces.” 1 l\?us.e„ , ,
A NEW ERA 133- Wealthiest -
Miss Pulver is evidence of the “ Bjc > 
new entertainment era i^ Europe. 3®* Jflft 
A leading player in German playsr*- cut
and movies, she was discovered I 
for her role in the Erich Maria •Me510’ 
Remarque, story via television.' .*
Director Douglas Sirk sqw a kine-H, •
scope of a  TV version of The 41* ■ m^le
Lark. I - DOWN
She had also done our Town ^  -
"ahd“tf"t’fime’ pTay on the state- 1. Buffoon 
owned German TV, she said. Her) 2. Employs
Peron
implements 25. De- 
6. Boy’s name sire 
i- w a  7>Employ 27. Time 
5. Dull thump g, F ar gone by
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.m l more’ insects are appeming. w£ £ ,., ° i b S  4. S  P
MOVED NORTHWARD $400, microscopic by American! (sym.)
In the autumn of 1956 a nar­
row belt along the* southern Sas­
katchewan border with the Uhited 
States was “moderately infested” 
with grasshopper eggs. By the 
fall of 1957 this moderate infes­
tation had moved north and west­
ward beyond Saskatoon. Lighter 
Infestations were noted as far 
north as Prince Albert, Sasfr,
standards,,
Germans now own more than 
1,000,000 TV sets and the new en­
tertainment is already cutting into 
theatre-business, she reported. 
“But I don’t think TV will ever
5. Workman’s
w .
rT5r~  3r r
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work, it:
A X Y D  L B A A  X R 
Is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply'stands for another. In this sample A is used| 
hurt movies in Europe^ as bad I for the three L’s, X.for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
as it has here. People in Europe the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the | 
still want to go out for their en- code letters are different. ■ ■ ■
tertainment.” I A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
N J  G K 
F  Z U E X T  
J  Q Y H M
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: THE WONDER-GREW, THAT ONE| 
|SMALL HEAD COULD CARRY ALL HE KNEW — GOLDSMITH.
F S L - Y N K  D S Y D  A X D S  B S K  
D J J C  A Y N  Y E E  S K  L K Y O  
U J J C - G J L K .
YOUR HOROSCOPE
IFN I C ASU ALTIES R ETU R N  T O  S P A IN
One of the first wounded to 
bo returned to Spain from the 
fighting around Ifni, Spanish 
settlement in Morocco, is getr, 
ting attention in a Madrid 
hospital, Dils man was ono of 
the more seriously wounded In
encounters with the Moroccan 
guerilla^,' who call themselves 
the “ liberation army." Spain is 
ing Ifni, as oil may be located 
now very liitercstcd in retain- 
there.










If you hdve important tasks 
to complete now, or urgent busi­
ness to attend, handle the de­
tails yourself. Don't count on 
help from others; You won’t 
need it, anyway, if you plan your 
program realistically, and fol­
low it through with determina­
tion and self-confidence. '
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
this new year in your life will 
be .more auspicious for planning 
ana building for the future than 
for achieving immediate and 
spectacular successes. You arc, 
and Will be, for the next three 
months, In an excellent cycle for 
money-making, but don't be de­
luded by your gains. You must 
avoid- extravagance, unnecessary 
expenditures >nnd * speculation, 
even If your income is boosted. 
Yot until mid-September will you 
have another godd monetary 
«rlod, and careless handling of 
unds in the interim could scr-
I
| j t r
Tk* CHURCH 0F^a
iStMHto ev nu? paotftiMffmdxanM 
-DCC4PT FOR (IS OHTtR Al$U* 
WHICH MA9 BEEM 1H« PRWM8 
PROPthTYOFTKECAtMOUCBiOOfTr
imwlv m K m v B t o s
C , ,  . (itWHSOT). '• .
• of Ulocla.Switzerland 
AH ITINERANT BOOK P tPC itR
m s  iSKfm exofsm nM tssm
A lffinS
cm am m ys fiw srs
,  P A t A . O O O  
O tfc K A U A td  B E A C H  
HAWAII .WtetlMMO, 
fW ASKMPrvTOt <U<0 
RCTuRhKD TO lT£k OWliEH 
OeWMSMWIt
rs Sa
iously offset all gains.
Be coreful, in personal rela-| 
tlonships, too. Avoid . needless! 
quarrels With kith and kin, and I 
don't take new romances too 
seriously. 'Actually, the only| 
month well-aspectcd In this con­
nection is September. Travel is I 
not particularly encouraged ex-1 
ccpt In late February. Despite all 
these restrictions, however, you! 
can make this year pay off. It’s I 
an excellent period for self-de­
velopment, for improving the | 
skills and talents you need to ad­
vance yourself, and for laying I 
concrete plans for a stable future I 
in both your business and private 
life. >
A child born on this day will I 
be endowed with a high order of 
intelligence and grent diplomacy.
SHOEMAKER. STICK TO 
VpU9 LAST. I AUM&VS 
SAK AND YOUR LAST Ml. 
YOU* OnPCMSM. «USS 
. HOW t * 
WAMtP 
YOU I WAS 
MIGHTY 
OUWOKOI-
WHAT YOU DIOMT 5AV WAS THAT NHOAAS 
YOOVE GOT CRUMMY MANHERtL YOU? 
TOOkMft. DRA9B
EH A SHOCAAAKER, X  NOSQOY TALKS; 
PAL. WHAT tNPfERENCC 1 THAT WAY TO . 
POSSrruMKRWHOI J  OSCAR OftA&Cf
AM? I  OONTT UKg 




Canada b08 been the world’s I 
principal producer of platinum, 
used ,in Industry and , Jewelry, | 
since the early 1930s.
T H E O LD  H O M E T O W N  —  Stanley




"THIF *1HB T i r - tH l^
\
9MMBMNIB i - i g
ANY IDEAS \  V O im  SUPPOSED TO 
ON HOWTO 19E A TOURIST NUTS OH 
GET CUUMMY ISKN-0IVIN6. START 
WITH THEM?/ OFF WITH A UTTIS 
CtMPtE SNORKLE DNM0 
NEAR YOUR HOTEL... 
WITH V0UR W lF S ^y i
LET TNE OTHER SKIN-DIVERS GET 
USED TO SEEINCVOU AROUND. 
OONfT RUSH GETTING ACQUAINTED. 
SEE IF THEY'LL SPEAK FIRST. BUT 
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR 
THE RED-HAIRED VENUS.
rJ\\
e S * 8 " *  * 8  
fm  * n f i t# 1 1" m t | Y• jmi  * /
QUIET, PAM.' JUST ^
I uavS  I CO AS I  SAY/  WERE J OETTiNS CUT O r - a .  
HERE/ M i S f l
A FSW  SECONDS LATER... } PONT
J .
IT*
GEE. I DON'T KNOW 
WHO TO CALL-MONICA 
GIGGLES TOO MUCH- 
M ARY JANE IS  
NEVER ON TIME
. ELOlSE WON'T GO OUT 
WITH M E'CAUSE I HAVE 
.NO CAR - - AN D  W ANDAr 
H AS TO GET HOME 
TOO EARLY ,
. -I tit
IF YOU CAN'T FIND 
A  PERFECT GIRL, WHY 
DO YOU HAVE TO 
CALL THEM?
Mini... . u
THERES NOTHING ELSE 
' TO GO ON OATES WITH





T’ BE A REGULAR 
.C U ST O M E R /'
DON’TCHA LIKE YOUR 
OWN COOKIN’ A N Y  f '  
MORE ? ,
LAST WEEK WHEN I SAW TVt 
KIDS ALL HEAD FO P MY  
HOUSE, I SNAPPEDTH’RLD* 

























WITH A BAD 
TEMPER?
sue RUIN8D MY PLAM Y 
TO G6T RID OF YOU , 
AND qUlNCBY, ROOBRSl 
NOW l ’LL HAVB TO DO 









QUITE A DOG YCVV& OOT i,||,|i;|| 
JMflBfi, EOvB! NOi« IP YOU
'c m  m e n  him to  out up A  ;•




A N O T H E R  O K A N A G A N  P R O D U C T
Now Orangecot Nectar
■ Another important outlet for 
Okanagan fruit was disclosed 
Wednesday afternoon by* I t  jp. 
Walrod, general manager. D C. 
Fruit Processors. . v  ,
lie  told delegates attending the 
BCFGA convention that a new 
product to be known as Orangecot 
Nectar, is a blend of Okanagan 
"apricots' and California orange 
rjulee. Commercial introduction of 
•the juice is the result of many 
.months development work by the 
grower-owned company and the 
►fruit processing laboratory at ex*
Erimental station in Summer* nd.
Company officials are optimis­
tic over the commercial sales 
prospects of the new juice and 
feel it will rapidly become one 
of the most popular of Sun-Hype 
products. Orangecot has been de­
veloped as a companion item to 
Applecot which was introduced 
three years ago and. is now en­
joying excellent consumer de­
mand. , . *'■. ■ ■ *
ON BALE FEB 1
Initial pack of the new Juicq has 
been distributed in retail stores 
throughout Western Canada and 
the introductory advertising cam­
paign .in newspapers, radio and 
television will b{cak on Feb-1.
In commenting on the new pro­
duct. Air. Walrod stated that in 
addition ► to earning cannery 
prices or higher for the ’cots,,it 
offered an outlet for the Moor­
park variety in which surplus pro­
duction is anticipated and which 
is not generally acceptable lor 
cannery purposes.
From an industry standpoint. 
Orangecot has definite advan­
tages over any product yet de­
veloped in that it lends itself to 
off-season production,_____
Apple Cider May 
Hike Valley‘Take
■ Apple cider, long a commercial r Cider as a beverage is extreme- 
, dream of many fruit growers, is I ly popular in Britain and many 
finally emerging from the labors- European countries. It could be-
-tory production stage and will 
likely be available in quantity to 
British Columbians this spring.
(Product will be marketed by the 
: grower-owned B.C. Fruit Proces­
sors’ Ltd. through government 
liquor stores and will be produced 
and packaged by the Princeton 
."Brewing Company.
Confirmation of this was made 
today by R. P. Walrod, general 
•manager of the processing com­
pany In his annual report to the 
fB.C. Fruit Growers’ Association, 
Limited quantities of this new 
. product were test - marketed
- through the Kelowna liquor store 
in August, 1956. Since that time 
the fruit products laboratory at
"the dominion experimental station 
•in Summerland has been carrying 
out extensive research to improve 
’upon the original formula; Latest 
! product is said to compare favor-
- ably with English ciders and it is
Sroduced from McIntosh and de- clous varieties of apples.
come an important source of rev­
enue for B.C. growers, and a sub­
stantial outlet for C grade fruit 
if Canadian consumer markets 
develop favorably.
The new package, will be spark­
ling, champagne-like In color and 
attractively packaged.
Active production will begin as 
soon as a special building now 
underway at the Princeton Brew­
ing Company is completed. Neces­
sary apple juices will be pressed 
at the Oliver plant of HC. Fruit 
Processors and. transported to 
Princeton in stainless steel tank 
trucks for fermentation and pack­
aging.
Apple cider will • be sold in 
standard ale-type bottles And will 
be packaged in six-bottle cartons.
PEAR SO N
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T O D A Y 'S  STOCK 
Q U O T A T IO N S
. Supplied by v 
Odium Brown Investments Ltd. 
368 Bernard Ave.
Today’s Eastern Prices
(as at 12 noon) t
AVERAGES 1 -
New York (Dow Jones)
4th Hr. ? Change
30 Industrials, 443.18 +1.38
20 Rails 102.37 +  .41
15 Utilities 71.10 +  22
Toronto
20 Industrials 404.58 +  . »
20 Golds 7L44 +  .16
10 Base Metals 148.14 +  .88
15 Oils , ' 130.80 +  .57
Bomb Puts 
K V  Train 
O ff Tracks
• VANCOUVER (CP) — Cana- 
'dian Pacific Railway officials re- 
-port their eastbound Kettle Val­
ley train was derailed at 1:30 
a.m. today, 18 miles east of 
Grand Forks, B.C., after a bomb 
‘had damaged a section of track. 
iThe engine, baggage car and one 
-day coach of the train remained 
upright and there were no injur­
ie s . ;-
- • A CFR spokesman said a bomb 
►’had blown out two ties and left 
Ta. hole .18 inches deep under one 
rail. The derailment damaged 300 
feet of track.
RCMP found tracks leading 
■from the scene and sent for a 
dog to attempt to trail the bomb­
ing culprits.
Grand Forks is in the West 
Kootenays where bombs were 
found in theatres in Nelson, Trail 
and Castiegar last w e e k e n d .  
Fuses on the theatre bombs had 
been' lit but went out. No arrests 
have been made'.









L O N G
SU PER  DRU G S L T D .
"Where AH Kelowna Saves”
SIDELIGHTS
(Continued from Page 1) 
suggested that growers should 
not take a short-sighted view.
R. P. Walrod supported Mr. 
Wight, remarking that he was 
surprised to learn that over the 
many years, Tree Fruits had 
never sent a  member of the sales 
staff to these markets despite 
the fact export shipments have 
been made to Singapore and Hong 
Kong, to name a  few.
George Day,' of Rutland,’ ar­
gued in favor of Tree Fruits con­
sidering the policy of shipping 
apples to western markets in 
large bins in order to curtail pack­
ing costs. He figured there would 
be a saving of one or two cents 
a pound on the retail market if 
shipped in this manner, and that 
sales would increase. He admitt­
ed it would be necessary for a 
large retail outlet to look after 
the p a c k a g in g a t . destination 
points.
Mr. Lander thought the sugges­
tion had merit, but reminded 
delegates the sales agency has 
to think in terms of the grower. 
He thought a step in the right 
direction had been made in pro­
moting the Handi-pack.
In reply to J. Luthy, of Oliver, 
who complained over the prices 
received for peaches from the 
cannery, R. P. Wglrods assured 
the growers the sales agency is 
getting every cent possible for 
fruit, bearing in mind tthe size 
of the crop and also future mar­
ket deals.
Herb Corbishley, of Penticton, 
thought Tree Fruits could inter­
est big companies in the Christ­
mas specialty package, adding 
that this would be a natural out­
let for larger* size apples. Mr. 
Walrod said over 2,250 firms had 
been circularized long before 
Christmas, but the response was 
small, other than from private 
firms in the valley. He assured 
delegates the matter will be fur­
ther explored.
"Why were there no Bartlet 
pcara shipped to the United King- 
.dom last year?" was another 
^question. Because no licences 
were issued by the British Board 
of Trade when Okanagan., B a l­
lets were ready, was J . ‘B. Lan 
der’s reply. Later ii\ the season 
some Anjou pears were shipped? 
Britain wants to protect her home 
market as much as possible.
The BCFGA was not represent­
ed at the last meeting o f the Can­
adian Federation of Agriculture 
as the executive thought it was 
not within the budget. Conven­
tion was held * in Montreal. Eric 
Talt, an executive member, 
ngrcod the fruit industry should 
be represented if at all possible
An Invitation has been extend­
ed by the City of Vernon for the 
BCFGA to hq}d next year’s con­
vention in that city. , •
Continued from Page I '
minister was given four standing 
ovations.
The ’ first came when he en­
tered the Coliseum behind three 
kilted pipers. The s e c o n d  oc­
curred when Lionel Chevrier, MP 
for Montreal Laurier, quoted for­
mer Trade Minister C. D. Howe 
that Air. St. Laurent "stands in 
the shade of no man, living or 
dead.”
The third was two minutes of 
cheering and singing when Air. 
St. Laurent rose to deliver his 
farewell speech.
The fourth ovation, perhaps the 
last of his political career, came 
at the end of his half-hour speech.
The main event of the (jay over, 
the convention returned t  o.t»»e 
largely humdrum business of .dis­
cussing policy resolutions.
But movers of resolutions were 
paid scant attention on the con­
vention floor.
IGNORE CHAIRMAN
In the late afternoon, and again 
in the evening, the chairman had 
to appeal for quiet so the speak­
ers, a t microphone^ on the floor, 
might be heard. But -the chair­
man was ignored. Delegates left 
in droves while resolutions were 
being discussed.
Premier Douglas Campbell of 
Manitoba, moving a resolution 
calling for- federal equalization 
payments to less wealthy prov­
inces, said apparently only Man­
itoba delegates were listening to 
him and that, consequently, he 
would be “mercifully brief.”
Resolutions were aimed mainly 
at a reappraisal of party policies 
and there was no absence of self- 
criticism.
Air. St. Laurent himself said 
that if the Liberals were ousted 
from office, the fault was in 
themselves and not in the elector­
ate. ' '  /
Former premier Henry Hicks 
of Nova Scotia said neither the 
Liberals nor Conservatives have 
solved the problem of taking into 
account the fiscal needs of the 
different provinces in their pro­
posed tax-sharing arrangements.
In bowing out of the leadership 
race, Mayor Mackay also sug­
gested the Liberal party had 
moved away from the people dur­
ing its 22 years in- power.
Air. Smallwood said the Liber­
als would return to -power only 
by deserving to do so.
Resolutions from the conven­
tion floor proposed special. fed­
eral development p r o g r a m s ,  
lifgher tax-shading benefits for 
the less-wealthy provinces and 
backing for the principle of equal- 
zaton payments to help close 
the economic gap among the 
provinces.
INVESTMENT FUNDS 
Prices quoted on a net- baqis.
All Cdn. Compound 4.84 5.26
AU Cdn. Dividend 5.29 6.08





Investors Mutual 9.09 9.83
Trins-Canada "B” 23.65
Trans-Canada “C” 4.75 5.15
INDUSTRIALS
Kd Asked
Abitibi 25 Vi 26




B.C. Forest ' 9% 10
B.C. Phone 40Vi 40%
Bell Phone. 40V+ 40%
B.C. Power 39% 40%
Canadian Oil ,26 26%
CPR 24 Vi 24%
Cons. Paper 3oy4 30%
Const M and S 18% , 18%
Dist. Seag. 25% 26
Fam. Players 14% 15
Ford A 70 70%
Imp. Oil 39y* 39%
led. Accep. 26% 27%
Inland Gas 7 7%
Int. Nickel . 71 71%
Inter. Pipe 40% 40%
Lucky Lager 4.15 4.25
Massey Harris 6 6%
McCoil Fron. 51 Vi 51%
MacMill B ' 24% 24%
Okan. Phone ioy4 11
Page Hersey 105 106
Powell River 3oy» 30%
Steel of Can. 46% 46%
Trans. Mtn. PI. 56% 57
Walkers 75% 76
West. Ply. 10% 11
OILS
Bid Asked
Cal. and Ed. 20% 20%
Cdn. Hucky 11% 11%
Cent. Del Rio 6.90 6.95
Fort St. John 3.90 4.25
Home Oil A 15% 16
Home Oil B 15% 15%
Pacific Pete ;19 19%
Royalite 13% 13%
Triad 4.90 4.95





(Continued from Page 1) 
acceptable varieties or the actual 
surplus.
“ In our effort to serve the in­
terests of the peach grower, test 
runs have been made on hailed, 
small and ripe fruit. While lower 
yields and higher costs have not 
so far produced satisfactory 
values for these classes of fruit, 
better methods for handling ripe
Reaches particularly in packing- ouses, may place the utilization 
of this fruit on a sound economic 
b a s e , h e  continued.
DEFENDS POLICY 
Mr. DesBrisay defended the 
company's policy o f  purchasing 
fruit from , other areas for spe­
cialty products. He referred spe- 
cifically to sour cherries and or­
ange concentrate.
"Our decisions are* made in 
each case on tne merits of the 
particular situation and based on 
what advantage to the company 
and its growers will obtain, rather 
than on political considerations. 
If for instance, by importing sour 
cherries we can stimulate |he 
sales of our fruit products and at 
the samd tlqie produce additional 
earnings, we believe it to bo good 
business to do so . . .  . Neither 
can we see objections to this 
policy being extended to inchido 
apples or soft fruits should the 
opportunity occur to increase our 
earnings without neglecting our 
own responsibilities.
In conclusion, he assured grow-v 
ers that the afairs of this phase 
of the industry "are In good 
order." ♦
GROW ERS GET
(Continued from Page 1) 
cent. Labor cost per unit, how­
ever, is 42 percent lower than ten 
years ago, due to expenditures in 
capital equipment and accumu­
lating experience. ‘In designing 
and "improving,, our production 
lines fullest practical advantage 
has been taken of mechaniza­
tion,”  Air. Wqlrod remarked.
The general manager was con­
fident the net earning position of 
the company will continue to im­
prove.
"This confidence is based on the 
market acceptance of the items' 
which have so far emerged >from 
the major products' development 
program launched in 1953. Prior 
to that our production was limited 
to apple juice, dehydrated apples 
and a group of minor products, 
some *of which-.scarcely earned 
sufficient to cover overhead. The 
newer members of the Sun-Rype 
family products such as sauce, 
pie filling and apricot nectar, 
yield considerably higher values 
for the fruit used.” \
WISE DECISION 
Mr. Walrod said directors made 
a wise decision in 1955 in packing 
in excess of market capacity. The 
other alternative was dumping the 
fruit. "The former course was 
chosen, and the soundness of this 
decision is a matter of record as 
the carry-over has enabled us to 
maintain our all important posi­
tion on the store shelves as the 
tonnage processed during the fol 
lowing year was the smallest.. . ,  
on record,”
The processing-head said com­
pletion of tho current production 
schedules will provide a - pack of
E i million cases of all products 
eluding approximately 900,000 
cases of apple Jluce,' "While this 
represents an increase of 25 per­
cent in caftned products over any 
previous year, it is rather the re-
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Twite Nightly 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. 
Saturday Continuous from 1:00 p.m.
y : (/ ; ; ( Coming Next Week
“THE HELEN MORGAN STORY*
' <r Ana BI>th •— Paul Nctman ' 1
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
Appr o priate  nam e
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) - 
Daniel Moore of Bay de Verde, 
Conception < Bay, commemorated 
the first-year of unemployment 
insurance for fishermen by (Chris­
tening his new bont Seasonal Ben­
efits. . . .  '
LONDON (Reuters) — Colonln 
Secretary Alan Lennox' - Boyd 
Tuesday was confined to ]hia home 
with a virus infection, He .still 
suffers pain from a shoulder in 
jury he received late last year 
a  colonial office spokesman said
TV GUARANTEED 
SERVICE CONTRACT
•  MS for IS months (
A Ftroa N  day service
•  MS far 12 months It set 
purchased at ether 
dealer
TV CENTRE
AND APPLANCE LTD. 
641 Bernard Ave. Ph. 2019
suit of a carefully projected sales 
program than direct weight pf 
supplies.” T
Addition to the Kelowna No 
plant and more efficient .mach­
inery placed the company in a 
position to receive and process a 
substantial tonnage of soft fruit 
last year.
"We believe tho larger propor­
tion of tho 1,100 tons of apricots 
utilized this season would have 
been a total loss to the growers 
had Processors been unprepared. 
We would emphasize that the re­
turns received by the growers of 
these apricots are the products 
of pooling rather than of proces­
sors’ earnings. The fact is that on 
initial payment of over 550,000 
hns already been credited to the 
apricot pool and additional 
amount can bo . expected barring 
unforeseen circumstances,'' Mr. 
Walrod declared.
INCREASED DEMAND 
Ho said the,, major outlet' for 
’cots is expected to develop In the 
demand for nectars. Eastern 
Canada has proven to be a recep­
tive market for apricot nectar.
a lecot is rapidly gaining popu- y  in Western Canada;
Last year the larger proportion 
of apricots was combined with 
tho Juice from 1,300 tons of apples 
to produce in excess of 100 car­
loads of this blend. Air. Walrod 
predicted that development of ap­
ricot puree, a new member of the 
Sun-Rype family, would bo of 
mftlor importance to the industry.
He cautioned growers over get*- 
ting top optimistic over produc­
tion of apple cider. Encouraging 
results have been obtained after 
considerable reseapeh; "TVchnl- 
cal and economic problems have 
appeared ns tho work has pro­
gressed, which have altered our 
original plans to produce a can­
ned product at Kelowna," he said.-
Big Values Now  ,  While Prices Are the Lowest In Years at Bennett's
.v. t vv*w>Yt>MSi " ’“’-Mil
BENNETTS AND WESTINGHOUSE COMBINE TO BRING YOU 
THE GREATEST PRICE SLASH IN APPLIANCE HISTORY! HURRY!
LAUNDROMAT Westinghouse Autom atic Washer!
S O  A  T D A h C  IN I  FOR YOUR OLD WASHER 
^ 7 V  I  ■ V M I b / L . - I I N  IN WORKING ORDER
, Reg. $389 Less $90 Trade-In•  Saves water and soap
•  Washes anything 
■ •  Choice of water temperatures
•  5-year Warranty
•  Easy loading and unloading
•  Fjnsh to wall installation
•  Door safety switch
* * NO MONEY DOWN
Y O U
P A Y . . $ 2 9 9 o o
Westinghouse Automatic Custom
40-INCH R A N G E
C * r T r a d e - i n  for Your 
/  y  Old White Enamel Range
Reg. 359.95 Less $70 Trade-In
Automatic Clock and 
Timer ,. . . Miracle 
'Sealed Oven , . . 
Single DiaL Oven 
Control. . .  Easi-Out 
Elements slip out to 
allow easy cleannig 
of drip pans . . .. 
Infra - Red Broiler 
and S m o k e l e s s  
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S h o p  N o w  
A n d  S a v e !
Westinghouse Autom atic Defrost
12 C U . F T . R EFR IG ER A T O R
A a a a  For your old White Enamel Refrigerator with sc£ 
ajLbUU Unit. Less than 10’years old.
Reg. $499 less $200 trod e-in
f
Big-family capacity . . .  big cabinet conVeni- - 
ence. Full-width, 51-lb. Freezer with wrap­
around freezing plates for uniform tempera­
ture . : . 18 lb. Meat Keep* provides all the 
perfect conditions for safe, long-time stor­
age . . .Glide-Out Shelves that smoothly 
bring foods in the rear, out to your finger- • 
tips . . . Twin Porcelain Humidrawers hold 
3/j  bushel . . . Cheese and Butter Keeper 
. . . additional Shelves in Door.
NO MONEY DOWN
YOU PAY
A  Super Westinghouse Custom Purchase!
30-inch 
$60
Reg. , $299 value less $60 trade-in
Trade-in for Your Present 
White Enamel Range
Compact I Automatic 1 Streamlined 30” 
range with completely automatic con­
trol panel that features . .  . Full Circle 
Control Dials . , . Electric Clock. . .  
Oven Timer and "Minute Minder,” 
Plus ... . Automatic Appliance Outlet 
and Control Panel Light. Fast, precise 
and evenly distributed heat with a 
Speed Cook Corox element and Mir­
acle Sealed Oven. Full width Storage 




A  able pressure-control wringer . . . nncj built-in
\ fr • * *
{ V'\' \ ^





I s  ' *;A (I'
'Safe, thorough, low cost laundering with famous * y
Cushioned Action. Features the dependable
"Million Dollar” transmission. . .  the new adjust-
work and time saver — the Automatic Pump. 
Handsome, "full skirted” design.
- ' i'4T ! I MM {4 r 1 « PLUS YOUR OLD WHITE ENAMEL 
WASHER IN 'WORKING ORDER!
NO MONEY d o w n ' 269 BERNARD AVE.
STORES
LTD.
1 > ' \ % 1 . '' . ,
PHONE 2001 i
) s ^
